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ABSTRACT
Optimal row-column designs for correlated errors and 
nested row-column designs for uncorrelated errors
Nizam Uddin 
Old Dominion University, 1989 
Director: Dr. John P. Morgan
In this dissertation the design problems are considered in the row-column 
setting for second order autonormal errors when the treatm ent effects are es­
tim ated by generalized least squares, and in the nested row-column setting for 
uncorrelated errors when the treatment effects are estimated by ordinary least 
squares. In the former case, universal optimality conditions are derived sepa­
rately for designs in the plane and on the torus using more general linear models 
than those considered elsewhere in the literature. Examples of universally opti­
mum planar designs are given, and a method is developed for the construction
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of optimum and near optimum designs, tha t produces several infinite series of 
universally optimum designs on the torus and near optimum designs in the plane. 
Efficiencies are calculated for planar versions of the torus designs, which are found 
to be highly efficient with respect to some commonly used optimality criterion. 
In the nested row-column setting, several methods of construction of balanced 
and partially balanced incomplete block designs with nested rows and columns 
are developed, from which many infinite series of designs are obtained. In par­
ticular, 149 balanced incomplete block designs with nested rows and columns are 
listed (80 appear to be new) for the number of treatments, v < 101, a prime 
power.
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Chapter 1
I n t r o d u c t io n
Statistical design for experimental studies to compare a  number of factors or 
factor combinations, called treatments, refers to an allocation of the treatments 
to  experimental units (subunits of the experimental material such tha t two dif­
ferent units may receive different treatments). Some examples of treatments 
and experimental units respectively are fertilizers and plots in field experiments, 
drugs and patients in clinical experiments, diets and animals in animal feeding 
experiments, and teaching methods and groups of students in educational exper­
iments. The aim of designing such an experiment is to compare the treatments 
as efficiently as possible on the basis of responses obtained from the experimen­
tal units. The basis of the theory of statistical design (henceforth referred to as 
design only) considered here is the estimation of the parameter vector r  in the 
fixed effects additive linear model
Y  = X t  + Z/3 + s , cov(e) =  S. (1.1)
1
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Here r  is the vector of parameters of interest (treatment effects), /? is a vector of 
parameters tha t should be included in the model to eliminate heterogeneity (if 
any) in the experimental material (block effects, which may be zero), X  is the 
treatm ent/plot incidence matrix tha t determines the allocation of treatments to 
experimental units, and Z  is the block/plot incidence matrix. The problem is to 
choose a design, in a well defined class of designs, tha t satisfies statistical crite­
ria set by the experimenter; such a choice is called an optimum (in some sense) 
design. So the design matrix X  is chosen in such a way tha t f, the estimator 
of the parameter vector r ,  satisfies some well defined statistical properties such 
as unbiasedness, minimization of the average variance of all elementary treat­
ment contrasts, minimization of the maximum variance of elementary treatment 
contrasts, or other properties to be discussed.
The information matrix (which henceforth will be called the C-matrix) for 
the estimation of treatm ent parameters plays an important role in the theory 
of optimal design. The C-matrix for the estimation of r  under generalized least 
squares for the model (1.1) is
c = x 'e _1x  -  x'irxz{z'Yrxz)-xz'Yrxx.
Kiefer (1975) introduced universal optimality using symmetric convex decreasing 
functionals on the class of C-matrices. Let C<* be the information matrix of the 
estimator t for a design d under the model (1.1) and (f> be a convex function
2
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mapping Cd to the real line. Then a design d* is called universally optimum 
relative to a class of designs, say x> if d* minimizes <f>(Cd) over x for every <f> 
which is convex and invariant under each permutation of rows and (the same 
on) columns, and has the property that <j>(bCd) <  <f>{Cd) for all b > 1. If Cd has 
zero row and column sums for all d E x> then by Proposition 1 of Kiefer (1975) 
sufficient conditions for a design d* 6 x to be universally optimum are :
(a) Cd• is completely symmetric in the sense tha t all diagonal elements are equal 
and all off-diagonal elements are equal, and
(b) trace(C<i*) >  trace (Cd) for all d G x-
The three well known optimality criteria A-, D-, and E- optimality (defined 
in Chapter 3) are contained in universal optimality.
Recent research has paid much attention to the analysis and construction 
of designs when the yields from experimental units are correlated. Comprehen­
sive studies on the analysis of field trials when the yields from the neighboring 
plots are correlated are given by Bartlett (1978) and Wilkinson et al. (1983). 
Since B artle tt’s (1978) paper the investigation of optimum designs for spatially 
correlated error models has become one of the fast growing fields of research 
in experimental design. Under the assumption of known S of some particu­
lar types, optimality of complete and incomplete block designs using generalized 
least squares analysis were investigated by a number of authors, see, for example,
3
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Kiefer & Wynn (1984), Gill & Shukla (1985a), and Kunert (1987). Op+’mirm two 
dimensional designs for correlated errors are only begining to be investigated, see 
Kiefer & Wynn (1981), Maxtin (1982, 1986), and Gill & Shukla (1985b). Two 
dimensional designs but with only one dimensional correlations are considered by 
Kunert (1984, 1985); repeated measurements designs, change-over designs, and 
residual effects designs are some of the important examples in this case.
Of particular interest here are the results for two-dimensional correlations, 
as they are a primary topic of this dissertation. Martin (1986) investigated the 
optimality of two dimensional designs under seven different covariance struc­
tures, but using a simple model with treatm ent effects only. In his paper, Martin 
(1986) enumerated small designs (3 x 3’s, 4 x 4’s and 5 x 5’s), compared their 
efficiencies using generalized and ordinary least squares analysis, and made rec­
ommendations concerning design properties leading to efficient designs. Martin 
(1986) discusses designs with only one rectangular array. Gill & Shukla (1985b) 
have considered b rectangular arrays but again for a model with treatm ent ef­
fects only. A non-stationary second order autonormal process has been assumed 
in Gill & Shukla’s(1985b) model 2, with an additional assumption tha t the er­
rors in different blocks are uncorrelated. The model with treatm ent effects only 
would be appropriate if the blocks are homogeneous, but such an assumption is 
very unlikely to be satisfied in practice. Hence in Chapter 2 of this dissertation,
4
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the design problem for a more general model including block effects has been 
considered, allowing the experimenter to eliminate heterogeneity due to blocks. 
Following a brief introduction in section 2.1, conditions for universally optimum 
designs are established in section 2.2. Construction of optimum and near opti­
mum designs, using the method of differences, are considered in section 2.3 under 
certain assumptions. Two examples of universally optimum designs are given.
The results of Chapter 2 and investigation of the papers mentioned above 
show that universally optimum two dimensional planar designs of a reasonable 
size are hardly possible for a variety of correlation structures partly because of 
the absense of equal number of neighbors of a treatm ent in the corner, in the 
end rows and columns, and in the interior plots of a design. Martin (1986) has 
several recommendations concerning design properties that will give reasonable 
efficiency and balance across a range of correlation structures. These are, in fact, 
in accord with the exact properties Martin (1982) has obtained for designs on 
the torus, and it is the torus approach that will be taken in Chapter 3 of this 
dissertation. A full description of the model and underlying correlation structure 
for the errors will be given there. Following a brief introduction and optimality 
results in section 3.1, construction of these designs, which like those of Chapter 
2 fall under the general heading of “neighbor designs” , are given in sections 3.2 
and 3.3, where several infinite series of universally optimum torus designs for
5
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v, a prime power, are obtained. For v, not a prime power, some designs are 
given which do not satisfy exact balance properties but are reasonably balanced 
in rows and columns combined and in diagonals, and/or collectively in rows, 
columns and diagonals. These nearly balanced designs have the property that 
no treatm ent is neighbored by itself in any direction, insuring A-optimality under 
least squares analysis for many correlation structures (see Kiefer &; Wynn (1981), 
M artin (1986)). Section 3.4 deals with the construction of these nearly optimal 
designs, where for all v <  30 not covered by the previous constructions, results 
of a computer search axe reported. In section 3.5, A-, E-, D-, and R- efficiencies 
are calculated for planar versions of some torus designs.
As already indicated, the investigation of optimal designs for spatial cor­
relations leads to the area of neighbor designs, tha t take into account which 
treatm ents occur next to which other treatments and how often. Neighbor de­
signs balanced for nearest neighbors have drawn much attention over the last 
decade because of their high efficiency for correlation models as well as their 
applications in polycross experimentation. Optimal designs for most correlation 
structures require tha t the design be balanced for first nearest neighbors, see, 
for example, Kiefer &: Wynn (1981, 1984), M artin (1982,1986), Kunert (1983, 
1984, 1985, 1987), Gill & Shukla (1985a, 1985b), Ipinyomi (1988), and Morgan 
& Chakravarti (1988). For the purposes of polycross experimentation, direc-
6
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tionally (concerned with ordered pairs) and non-directionally (concerned with 
unordered pairs) balanced nearest neighbor designs were considered by, among 
others, Wright (1962, 1965), Freeman (1967, 1969, 1979a, 1979b, 1981), Denes 
& Keedwell (1974), Oleson (1976), Bailey (1984), Street (1986), Morgan (1988a, 
1988b, 1988c, 1989), and Afsarinejad & Seeger (1988). Among others, Freeman 
(1979a), Morgan (1988a, 1988b, 1989) and Afsarinejad &: Seeger (1988) consid­
ered bordered design to improve the precision of the estimates. While discussing 
B arlett’s (1978) paper, Dyke (1978) also advocated the use of border plots but 
expressed reservations for their use in two dimensional designs. The designs of 
Chapter 2 fall into the class of neighbor designs, and those in Chapter 3 can be 
used as bordered designs preserving neighbor properties.
The Papadakis method for making use of information from nearest neighbors 
(see Papadakis (1937)), use of directional and non-directional nearest neighbor 
balance (possibly in each of 8 directions), use of borders around the plots of an 
experiment, and use of generalized least squares with an appropriate covariance 
structure, axe nothing but ways to improve the precision of the estimates of treat­
ments when the yields from neighboring plots are correlated. Another suggested 
approach is : use standard least squares analysis, ignoring correlations, but with 
elimination of heterogeneity in two dimensions within each block. The detailed 
studies of Pearce (1978) and Kempton & Howes (1981) demonstrate that the
7
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row-column designs of the lattice type with block sizes 5, 6, and 7 are as effec­
tive as the covariance adjustment in achieving the local control. Pearce (1978) 
states tha t “row-column designs were best of all when used well” and “balanced 
row-column designs proved quite the most effective of the methods tried”, while 
Kempton & Howes (1981) found tha t “a  standard row-column design performs 
at least as well” . Jarret & Hall (1982) argue tha t the designs in b separated rect­
angular arrays with the elimination of heterogeneity due to rows and columns 
within each array could be used as an alternative to neighbor designs, especially 
when the array size is small.
The above discussion clearly suggests tha t nested row-column designs are 
reasonable competitors to nearest neighbor designs and methods. These designs 
may be considered as robust (to some degree of efficiency) against correlation. 
In addition nested row-column designs are useful in other situations, e.g. in 
field trials where the two directions represent two possible trends on the ground. 
Hence Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation axe devoted to  block designs with 
nested rows and columns, primarily as an useful alternative to designs of Chapters 
2 and 3.
Block designs with nested rows and columns are designs for v treatments 
in b blocks of size k = pq, where each block is further grouped into p rows 
and q columns. These designs were introduced by Singh & Dey (1979) for the
8
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elimination of heterogeneity in two directions within each block. Analysis of 
data obtained from such designs is given in Singh & Dey (1979); see also Dey 
(1986) and John (1987). The constructions of members of two subclasses of 
these designs, called balanced and partially balanced incomplete block designs 
with nested rows and columns, have been considered by Street(l981), Agrawal & 
Prasad (1982a, 1982b, 1983), Ipinyomi & John (1985), and Cheng (1986). New 
constructions in these subclasses are considered in Chapters 4 and 5.
Balanced incomplete block designs with nested rows and columns, B IB R C s, 
constructed by Agrawal & Prasad (1982a) have the strong property tha t each 
of the row, column and block component designs is a balanced incomplete block 
design. Chapter 4 presents a  new method for the construction of balanced in­
complete block designs with nested rows and columns, based on the method of 
differences, tha t takes advantage of the fact tha t if p =  q a sufficient condition 
for balance is tha t the rows and columns together give a balanced incomplete 
block design and the blocks give a balanced incomplete block design. Following 
a general construction in section 4.2, many infinite series of these designs are ob­
tained in section 4.3. These designs have the additional property tha t the block 
size does not necessarily vary as v varies. This allows the experimenter to use 
small block sizes for large v, a recommended criteria for row-column designs to 
be an alternative to neighbor designs.
9
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In general, nested row-column designs with perfect balance require a fairly 
large number of replications, because of combinatorial relationships among the 
parameters of the design. In addition, the methods of construction available 
so far (including those given in Chapter 4} are largely limited to prime power 
numbers of treatments. Hence there is a need to consider designs for composite 
numbers and with fewer replicates, possibly compromising the perfect balance 
property. This is the topic of Chapter 5. In section 5.2 several methods for 
construction of rectangular and Latin square type nested row-column designs 
with fewer restrictions and comparatively smaller number of replications are 
presented. Constructions of these designs based on the pseudocyclic association 
scheme are given in section 5.3.
Finally examples are used to explain various constructions in all chapters 
of this dissertation. For the purposes of constructions of proposed designs some 
properties of finite fields are established in various chapters. The dissertation 
concludes with a closing discussion in Chapter 6.
10
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Chapter 2
Optimal two-dimensional designs for correlated errors
2 . 1 .  In t r o d u c t io n
The design problems for correlated errors resulting from rectangular arrays 
of experimental units have recently been investigated by a number of authors. 
The optimality of Latin squares for a nearest neighbor covariance structure under 
least squares analysis has been considered by Kiefer & Wynn (1981). Among oth­
ers M artin (1982), Gill & Shukla (1985b) and Kunert (1988) have addressed the 
optimal design problem in a model with treatment effects only under generalized 
least squares. M artin (1986) has considered both least squares and generalized 
least squares under various covariance structures, but again for a simpler model 
with treatm ent effects only. For most error covariance structures considered 
so far, universal optimality arguments require more than one rectangular array
11
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(block), in which case it would be desirable to include block effects in the model 
to eliminate heterogeneity due to blocks. In this chapter optimal designs for a 
model with treatm ent and block effects are investigated. Errors are assumed to 
follow the second order autonormal process with the errors from different blocks 
being uncorrelated. Gill & Shukla (1985b) have assumed this error structure for 
their model 2 with treatm ent effects only.
Under generalized least squares, conditions for a design to be universally 
optimum in the class of sets of v equireplicate v x v blocks for v treatments are 
derived in section 2.2, where an example of a universally optimum design is given. 
Then it is shown tha t these designs are at least 99% efficient in the class of all 
sets of v v x v  blocks (allowing unequal replication). In section 2.3, a method 
is given that produces highly efficient designs (to be called near optimal designs) 
and eventually gives the universally optimum designs of section 2.2. The concept 
of near optimal designs won’t  be clear until the end of section 2.2.
2 . 2 .  OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
Let there be 6 separated blocks of treatments, each arranged into p rows and 
q columns. With ykim the yield from row /, column m  of square k, our model is
V k l m  =  fj’k  +  T[klm] +  C k l m
Pk being the fixed effect of block k, T^im] the fixed effect of the treatm ent applied
12
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to  plot kirn, and e^;m a random error term. In matrix notation this is
Y  = (/& ® l P9)/x + -XV + e
where X T =  ( X f , . . .  , X f ) ,  X/. is the plot/treatm ent incidence m atrix for block 
k, lb is the identity matrix of order b, l pq is a pq x 1 column vector of l ’s, and 
® stands for the kronecker product of matrices. It is assumed tha t yields from 
different blocks are uncorrelated so var(e) — Ib® W  where W  is a known variance 
matrix of order pq. The C-matrix for estimation of treatm ent contrasts is
6 1
c  = Y,xk\w~l - - w - lnTw-l]xk
k = l  W
where w = l r W -1 l.
We will attem pt to use the method of Kiefer (1975) : the universally optimal 
design is tha t which assigns the treatments to the plots in such a way that 
tr(C ) is maximized and C is made completely symmetric. If Ai,A2, . . A „ _ i  
are the non-zero eigenvalues of C, the term  “universal optimality” means that 
* p (c )  =  [ E ”r , ‘ A -p/(t> - 1)] is minimized for 0 <  p < oo over all admissible 
allocations of treatments.
The correlation matrix to be considered is that of the symmetric second 
order autonormal planar process :
Cr2W ~ 1 =  I pg -  /?! (Ip  ® N g  +  N p  ® Ig)  -  f c N p  ® N g  (2.1)
13
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where Nt of order t  satisfies
if (*'-■?')=  ±1 
* \  0 otherwise,
and /3i >  0, /32 > 0, /?i +  < 1/4. This is the nonstationary planar version of
the second order autonormal torus process discussed by M artin (1982). Alter­
natively one could obtain a stationary planar process by using a finite portion 
of the infinite torus process, but there is no simple parametric representation of 
the resulting W~*,  and tha t process may well be less realistic. Nonstationarity 
in the proposed model shows up in the variances of the edge plots, which for the 
unbordered designs to be discussed here is the more plausible behaviour.
Gill & Shukla (1985b, pp. 2188-2189) consider a coarser version of the model, 
using the same W  but taking pk = 0. They do not find any optimal designs.
To investigate C define 
c* =  the number of times the treatm ent i  occurs on one of the four corner plots 
of block k ,
e* =  the number of times the treatm ent i occurs on one of the 2(p +  q — 4) edge 
plots of block k,
m = the number of times the treatment i occurs on one of the [p — 2){q — 2) 
interior (“middle”) plots of block k.
As defined here, corner, edge, and interior plots form a partition of the pq plots
14
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of a block, X)i=i(ci +  e* +  m *) =  pq. Also define
N?jC =  the number of times treatments i and j  occur as row or column neighbors 
in the b blocks,
N fj  =  the number of times treatments t and j  occur as diagonal neighbors in 
the b blocks,
r* =  the number of replicates of treatm ent i in square k.
Straightforward counting gives
(C )«  =  r,- -  2f t J V f 5 -  2 f o l V g  -  i  J > ? ) 2 (2.2)
k=l
and
(C)<, = ^ <2'3)
k=l
where y* =  (c* +  e* +  m*) — (2c* +  3e* +  4m*)/?i — (c* +  2e* +  4m*)/?2 and 
rt- =  X)fc=i ri-  Since /?!,/?2, w >  0 it is clear from (2.2) tha t tr(C) =  ^ " =1(C)t-,- 
is maximized if iVt̂ c  =  0 =  iV^ for every i, and Sfc=i {Vi)2 minimized. 
Hence there should be no like neighbors, and since Yl i=i 5Dfc=i Vi a constant, 
the y*’s should be as equal as possible, their mean value being
y = [pq-  2(2 pq - p -  q)/31 -  4(p -  1 ){q -  l)0 2]/«-
Now specialize to the case p — q — v. In appendix I it is shown that for 
equireplicate designs (r*’s all equal) and v > 4, the y*’s are as equal as possible 
when (c*,e*,m*) =  ( l ,2 ,u  — 3) or (0,4,v — 4) for each i , k. (This does not
15
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necessarily hold if the r*’s are allowed to  vary - see appendix II - a possibility 
tha t will be treated later). Note tha t this condition implies that each corner of 
a block has a different treatment.
The next task is to obtain complete symmetry of C, i.e., make (C),-,- constant 
in i  and (C),y constant in i ^  j .  From (2.2) and (2.3) the conditions are N ^ c
equal in i  ^  j ,  N $  equal in * ^  j ,  Y?k=i[yi) 2 e(lual in i, and £ * =i yfy!- equal
in i 7̂  j .  The conditions for maximization of trace give
y f  =  v — 4(v — l ) f3i  — 4(v — 2)/?2 — fcc* where c* = 0 or 1.
So the last two conditions hold if and only if each treatm ent is in an equal number 
of corners, and every pair of treatments occurs in an equal number of blocks for 
which they are both in a corner. This says that the corner design (i.e. the design 
given by taking the 4 corner plots of each v x v square as a one-dimensional 
block) is a balance incomplete block design (B IB D ).
THEOREM 2 .1 . A design for v treatments i n v x v  blocks is universally optimum  
in the class o f equireplicate blocks for the second order autonormal process if 
N $ c  = N g =  0 for all i,
N fjc  are equal for all i 7̂  j ,
N 9  are equal for all i 7̂  j ,
(c1-, e* ,m 1-) — (1,2, v — 3) or (0 ,4 ,v — 4) for every i, k, and
the corner design is a B IB D .
16
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Simply stated, Theorem 2.1 says to use a design balanced for combined row 
and column neighbors and balanced for diagonal neighbors, which also achieves 
certain counts for treatment occurrences on the corner, edge, and interior plots.
Example 2.1. An example of Theorem 2.1 design is the following set of 4 x 4
squares for 4 treatments. In fact, it can be shown tha t this design is universally
optimum in the wider class of designs without equal r* ’s.
1 3 1 2  2 4 2 3  3 1 3 4  4 2 4 1
4 2 4 3  1 3 1 4  2 4 2 1  3 1 3 2
1 3 1 2  2 4 2 3  3 1 3 4  4 2 4 1
4 2 4 3  1 3 1 4  2 4 2 1  3 1 3 2
In section 2.3 a general method of construction will be given from which 
designs with b =  v satisfying Theorem 2.1 except for the B IB D  corner condition 
can be obtained (the construction will also be used later in Chapter 3 as a step in 
the construction of universally optimal torus designs). It is the corner conditions 
tha t are especially restrictive here in the sense of requiring large b (compare the 
similar problem with end conditions encountered by Kunert (1987) for one-way 
designs), so tha t their relaxation will be desirable if it can be done with a small 
loss of efficiency. It will next be shown that a Theorem 2.1 design in v blocks, but 
with the relaxed condition that the corner design is binary and equireplicate, has 
$ p-efficiency > 0.99 within the class of v v x v squares. Although the number 
of replicates, v 2, is large, it is comparable to that required for optimal and
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high efficiency designs for one dimensional designs with correlated errors (see 
Kunert(1987) and Morgan & Chakravarti (1988), for example).
For these designs, b =  p = q =  v, r,- =  v2, N--c  = Nj? — 0, N fjc  =  4v, 
N $  = 4(v -  1), V i = v -  4(u -  l)/?i -  4{v -  2 ) /? 2 -  foe*, cj e  {0,1},
= ELi c»- = ELiK-)2 = 4> and ^ = E*=i ci cj  ^  4- Also writing
A =  (6{j) and using J  for a v x v matrix of l ’s, ( 2 . 2 )  and ( 2 . 3 )  give
4 4 3 2
C = (v2 + 4vfii + 4(v -  l )/?2) I  -  [v +  4/?i +  —/?2 (w ~  1 ----- ^ 2)] J ------ A.
' u  w w
Now the C-matrix for the corner design under ordinary least squares is 
C* = 4 1 -  ±A. Write $ =  v 2 +  4vfa  +  4(w -  l )/?2 -  * £ $  and £* = £/?£. Then
C -  t ( i - - J )  = ? C * .  v
If At- is a nonzero eigenvalue of C, then A,- — £ is an eigenvalue of the left-hand 
matrix, which since £* >  0 and C* is non-negative definite, satisfies 
A,- — £ >  0, i.e. A* >  £ =► $ P(C) <  f 1.
To obtain a bound on the efficiency, an optimal value of $ p must be calcu­
lated. A hypothetical universally optimum design would have 
C f  = v2 — ^  E L i ( y )2 =  (y3 — w )/v  and hence a common non-zero eigenvalue 
°f =  (v3 -  w )/(v  — 1). Thus the $ p-efficiency of the proposed design is
at least {(v — l) / (v 3 — u>)}/£-1 =  {1 +  16/?f/(u>£)}- 1 .
18
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THEOREM 2.2. A design for v treatments in v v x v blocks satisfying the 
conditions o f Theorem 2.1 except that the B IB D  condition is replaced by the 
corner design being binary and equireplicate, satisfies
— efficiency > {1 +  16/3 |/(w f)}-1
for the second order autonormal model (2.1). It is easily verified that $ p-eff 
> 0.99 for v > 4  and 0 <  p < oo.
In fact, simple calculus shows that for fixed v the worst case is a t /?i =  0, 
/?2 =  1/4, for which
1 + i6feVK) = i + v(o_ 1)1(2„ + 3)
and the 0.99 bound follows.
2 . 3 .  C o n s t r u c t i o n  O f  D e s i g n s  W i t h  v B l o c k s
The method of differences has been used by a number of authors to construct 
two-dimensional neighbor designs (see, e.g. Bailey (1984), Street (1986), Morgan 
(1988a), and Ipinyomi & Freeman (1988)), and here will be used on the Galois 
fields. First a general construction for neighbor designs in p x p  blocks is described 
in Theorem 2 . 3 .  The method is then used to obtain Theorem 2 . 2  designs. To 
begin, let G = GFV be a finite field of order v, and a =  (o i,a 2, . . . ,  ap), b =
19
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{bi,b2, . . . , b p) be vectors of elements of G. Also write a* = (ay — 02,02 — 
a3, . . . , a p_ i — ap) for the vector of forward neighbor differences of a, and let 
B(a, b) be the array with (/, m) element a/ +  bm.
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose there exist pi-vectors a and b on an abelian group G 
such that
(i) ±0* fl ift* = 0,
(ii) ±a* U ± 6* is each nonzero group element 4(pi -  l) /(u  — 1) times,
(iii) B(±a*,±b*) is each nonzero group element 4(pi — l ) 2/(v  — 1) times.
Then B(a,b) is a balanced neighbor difference array, in that the v arrays 
B (a ,b ) + g,g G G, are together balanced for combined first row and column 
neighbors, and for first diagonal neighbors. Furthermore, no treatment neighbors 
itself.
PROOF: The combined row and column neighbor differences are pi copies of 
±0* U ± 6*, which by (**) are balanced. The diagonal neighbor differences are 
B(±a*,±b*), which by (m ) are balanced. By (t) — (iii) none of the differences 
is zero. □
Note that the Theorem 2.3 designs have non-directional neighbor balance, 
and that balance is for rows and columns combined, and for diagonal directions 
combined. Hence they would be appropriate for roughly square plots in which
20
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the error process is assumed symmetric. Neighbors in each of rows, columns, 
and the two diagonal directions can be balanced by using another v arrays given 
by a 90° rotation of the v arrays of the theorem. Rotating each of the resulting 
2v arrays 180° gives a directional design, balanced for neighbors in each of the 8 
directions.
The initial problem here is in finding the sets a* and b*, from which a and b 
can be “reconstructed” (though if one wished to consider models with blocking 
factors consideration of neighbor differences alone would not be sufficient). It is 
clear from (ii) of Theorem 2.3 that 4|(v — 1). When discussing a*, b* we can 
WLOG take p = (v + 3)/4  ; larger p will give multiples of these two sets. (In fact, 
a* and b* need not even be of the same size when we consider torus constructions 
in Chapter 3 : just each an integer multiple of (v — l)/4 .) Hence the problem 
becomes: partition the nonzero elements of G into equal-sized subsets Si and S2 
satisfying
g e  Si =>• - g  € Si, (2.4)
USi = G -  0, (2.5)
B (S i ,S 2) contains each
nonzero group element (v — l) /4  times. (2.6)
21
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THEOREM 2 .4 . Let S i and S2 be sets satisfying (2.4) and (2.5). They satisfy 
(2 .6) i f  and only if  they are initial blocks for a B IB D  with 2v blocks o f size 
(v -  l ) / 2.
PROOF: The group table for G, after deletion of the zero row and column, can 
be broken into four subtables: B (S i ,S i) ,  B ( S i ,S 2), B (S 2,S i) ,  and B (S 2,S 2). 
Then (2.6) is satisfied iff B (S i,S i)  and B (S 2, S2) together have each nonzero 
group element with equal frequency. By (2.4) S{ = S u U S i2 where S{2 = —S n ,s o  
tha t B (S i,S i)  can be broken into the four subtables B (—S n ,S i2), B ( S n ,—Si2), 
B ( S n , - S n ) ,  and B (S i2, - S i2). Deleting the (u — 1) /4  zeros in each of the last 
two tables leaves all the symmetric differences for the set Si. Hence S 1 and S 2 
satisfy (2.6) if and only if all the symmetric differences within Si and S2 are 
together each nonzero group element (v — 3)/2 times, and the theorem is proved. 
□
COROLLARY 2 .1 . Let v be a prime power o f the form At + 1 . Then sets S 1 and 
S 2 satisfying (2.4)-(2.6) exist on GFV.
PROOF: Let Si be the set of quadratic residues on GFV, and S2 the quadratic 
non-residues. It is well known that S i and S2 generate the required BIBD (e.g. 
Raghavarao,1971). The result follows since -1 is quadratic. □
Using this corollary, we can take ±a* and ±b* of Theorem 2.3 as four copies
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of S i and S 2 respectively to obtain designs satisfying Theorem 2.2. So this sets 
the problem : find an ordering a of the elements of GFV such that ± 0* is 4 copies 
of the quadratic residues. Such an ordering will be called a  quadratic neighbor 
difference ordering, or Q N D . Then taking b = xa  where x  is a primitive element 
of GFV, B(a,b) will be a Latin square which is an initial block for a Theorem
2.2 design. Furthermore, (2.2), (2.3) and the argument leading to  Theorem 2.1 
make it evident tha t B(a, b) is universally optimum for the first order model (set 
/?2 =  0) among all v x v squares.
Example 2.2. As an example of this technique, for v =  5 take a =  (0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4)
and b = (0 , 2, 4, 1, 3). The initial block is
0 2 4 1 3
1 3 0 2 4
B{a,b) : 2 4 1 3 0
3 0 2 4 1
4 1 3 0 2
from which the other four blocks are
1 3 0 2 4 2 4 1 3 0 3 0 2 4 1 4 1 3 0 2
2 4 1 3 0 3 0 2 4 1 4 1 3 0 2 0 2 4 1 3
3 0 2 4 1 4 1 3 0 2 0 2 4 1 3 1 3 0 2 4
4 1 3 0 2 0 2 4 1 3 1 3 0 2 4 2 4 1 3 0
0 2 4 1 3 1 3 0 2 4 2 4 1 3 0 3 0 2 4 1
Note tha t the corner design for these squares is a B IB D , so Theorem 2.1 is 
satisfied.
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For brevity and ease of notation we will use the Legendre symbol x(j/) for 
y E GFV, defined by
1 if y  is a quadratic residue
x(y) = < —1 if y is a quadratic non-residue 
0 if y  =  0.
To construct a  Q N D  on GFV, v = 4t +  1, first consider the following cyclic 
arrangement of the v — 1 non-zero elements :
.  _  (~ m  m + k  2m 2m+fc m (u-l)/2 m (u-l)/2+fc\
L>   I JLf j  ̂J u  j 4/ j J/ I
where, so th a t the elements of c are all distinct, k  is odd and the greatest common 
divisor of m and v — 1 is (m, v — 1) =  2. Again, x  is any primitive element of the 
field. The 2(u — 1) symmetric neighbor differences are
± x m(l - x k) ,±  x2m{l -  x k~m) ,± x 2m{l -  x k) ,± x 3m{l -  xk~m),
±  x3m{l -  x k) , ± Z(« -1)W 2(1 _  x k) ,± x™{! -  xk-"»)
which can be grouped as
±(1  -  x k) (xm, x2m . . . ,  x ^ - W 2), ±(1  -  x k~m) {xm , x 2m, . . . ,  W 2).
Since (m, v — 1) = 2 ,  these are all quadratic residues 4 times if and only if 
x ( l  — x k) =  x ( l  — x k~m) = 1. The construction method is to break the cycle 
c and adjoin the missing element 0 in such a fashion tha t the set of neighbor 
differences is preserved. The cases v = 8t +  1 and S t + 5 are treated separately.
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T H E O R E M  2 . 5 .  Let v =  8t +  5  be a prime power. I f  there exists an integer m  
such that ( m ,  v — l )  =  2  and xm — 2  is a quadratic residue, then there exists a 
Q N D  o f GFV.
PROOF: Break c between xm and x m+k, and join 0 to x m. It will be shown that 
under the conditions of the theorem, k  and m can be chosen so tha t the result is a 
Q N D . The lost differences of c are ± (x m — xm+k) =  ± x m( l —x k), and the gained 
differences from adding 0  are ± x m, so the neighbor differences of c are preserved 
if and only if 1 — x k =  -1, i.e. x k = 2, determining k (for v = St + 5, 2 is always 
a  quadratic non-residue). W ith k so chosen, x ( l  ~  z fc) =  x (—1) =  x{x4t+2) — 1 
and x ( l  ~  x k~m) — x ( l  — 2x_m) =  x (*m — 2) =  1, showing tha t the differences 
from c are the quadratic residues 4  times each, completing the proof. □
T h o u g h  n o t  v e r y  s t r i c t ,  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  T h e o r e m  2 . 5  d o  n o t  a l w a y s  h o l d ,  
i n  p a r t i c u l a r  f a i l i n g  f o r  v =  13. W e  w i l l ,  h o w e v e r ,  d e v e lo p  a  s i m p l e  s u f f i c i e n t  
c o n d i t i o n ,  a n d  s h o w  t h a t  t h e y  h o l d  f o r  a l l  13 <  v <  5 0 0 .
Let ip(v — 1) be the number of positive integers less than and coprime to 
v — 1 ('p is Euler’s ^-function). The number of m (mod (v — 1)) satisfying m  = 2 
(mod 4 )  is (v — l ) / 4  =  2 f  +  1, of which (p(v — l ) / 2  satisfy (m ,v  — 1) =  2, and 
t  satisfy x(®m — 2 )  =  1 (see appendix III). So if <p(v — 1) >  2 ( f  +  1), Theorem 
2 . 5  is satisfied. For v < 5 0 0  this condition fails only for v = 13,61, and 4 2 1 ,  and
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for the latter two numbers Theorem 2.5 is satisfied anyway. A single pair k, m  is 
given in Table 2.1 for each 13 <  v < 100. A Q N D  for v =  13 is (0, 1, 11, 2, 12, 
3, 4, 5, 9, 6 , 10, 7, 8).
Theorem 2.5 does not work for v =  8f + 1  because in this case 2 is a quadratic 
residue. Theorem 2.5 approaches the problem by breaking the cycle c in two 
places.
T H E O R E M  2 . 6 .  Let v = 8t +  1  be a  prime power. I f  there exists an integer m  
satisfying (m ,v  -  1) =  2, x{xTn — 2-1 ) =  1, and x(®m +  2-1 ) =  —1, then there 
exists a Q N D  of GFV.
PROOF: Break c between xm and x m+k, and again between x l̂~ 1̂ m+k and x lm, 
where I and k are to be determined. Join these two pieces by making x lm and 
x m+k adjacent, and attach 0 to x m. The lost neighbor differences from c are 
± x m(l — x k) and ±x*m( 1 — xk~m), and those gained are ± x m (xk — and
± x m.
Let k be given by x k = x m +  2-1 . By the conditions of the theorem k is odd, 
X ( l - z fc) =  x(2_ 1- x m) =  x (sm- 2 " 1) =  1, and x ( l - x fc_m) =  x(2_ 1x“ m) =  1, 
so the neighbor differences from c are the quadratic residues 4 times each.
It remains to show that with appropriate choice of I the neighbor differences 
of c are preserved. Let / be given by x- (i-1 )m =  1 -  xk~m. Multiplying by
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± x lm gives ± x m =  ±x*m(l — x k m). Also —x^ 1)m =  — (1 — x k m) 1 =  
—(2- 1x-m ) -1  =  2x m = 1 -  2x k =*■ 1 -  xk = x k -  x V -V ”1. □
The conditions of Theorem 2.6 are more restrictive than those of Theorem 
2 .5, but again the number of available m  grows with v so th a t a solution is almost 
always found. For v < 500 Theorem 2.6 fails only for v =  9 and 17. A final result 
covers these failed cases.
THEOREM 2 .7 . Let v = 8t +  1 be a prime power for which xk = 1 +  x 2t is a 
quadratic non-residue. I f  there exists an integer m  such that (m , v — 1) =  2 and 
x{xm -  xk) = 1, then there exists a Q N D  o fG F v.
PROOF: Break the cycle c between x m and xm+k, and between x lm and x lm+k, 
where I is chosen so that (I — l)m  =  2t (mod (v — 1)). Join the resulting two 
sections into a v-vector by making x m and x lm adjacent to the missing element 0. 
The lost differences from c are ± x m(l — xk) = ± x 2t+m = ± x lm and ± x im(l — x k) 
= ± x At+m =  ± x m, which are the gained differences. □
Theorems 2.5-2.7 with the examples for v =  5 and 13 give the desired set of 
Latin sqaures for all prime power v = 1 (mod 4) , v < 500. We illustrate these 
techniques by applying Theorem 2.7 for v = 17. With x =  3, k = 5, and m  — 2 
the cycle c is
c =  (9,11,13,14,15,7 ,16,12,8 ,6 ,4 ,3 ,2 ,10,1 ,5).
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Any I such tha t 2(1 — 1) =4 (mod 16) can be used ; take / =  3. Breaking the 
cycle between 9 and 11, and between 15 and 7, then joining 9 and 15 to zero 
gives
a = (11 ,13 ,14 ,15 ,0 ,9 ,5 ,1 ,10 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,8 ,12 ,16 ,7).
Table 2.1. k  and m  satisfying conditions of Theorems 2.5-7.
V Theorem k m Primitive root 
or polynomial
9 2.7 1 6 x 2 +  x  +  2
17 2.7 5 2 3
25 2.6 1 14 x 2 +  x  +  2
29 2.5 1 6 2
37 2.5 1 14 2
41 2.6 9 6 6
49 2.6 19 34 x 2 +  x  +  3
53 2.5 1 6 2
61 2.5 1 14 2
73 2.6 19 2 5
81 2.6 65 2 x 3 + X
89 2.6 19 2 3
97 2.6 29 2 5
In summary, the procedures of Theorems 2.5-2.7 simply break a first neigh­
bor balanced cyclic arrangement of the nonzero elements of G into two or more 
pieces, then adjoin these pieces including zero in such a  fashion tha t the lost 
differences are gained. Note tha t multiplying one of the designs constructed here 
by x x, x 2, . . .  , x v_1 produces v(v  — 1) v  x v blocks satisfying Theorem 2.1. If 
the six differences from the corner design are equally divided among quadratic 
residues and non-residues, just use x 1, x 3 , . . .  , x v~2.
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We close this chapter with a note that we do not know if the partitioning 
of Theorem 2.4 can be had for non-prime powers. Enumeration shows that it is 
not possible for v =  21 and 33.
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Chapter 3
Optimal torus designs for correlated errors
3 . 1 .  I n t r o d u c t i o n
In Chapter 2 ,  two-dimensional designs were considered for the second order 
autonormal planar error process. Universally optimum and near optimum designs 
there require a large number of replications for the treatments. Also the optimum 
designs considered elsewhere for various covariance structures are not free from 
this drawback. Primarily the conditions on corner plots and plots in end rows 
and end columns make attainment of complete symmetry in the C-matrix with a 
small number of replications impossible. The corners, end rows, and end columns 
can be removed by taking blocks on the torus. Consequently universally optimal 
designs can be constructed for comparatively smaller number of replications (see 
Martin ( 1 9 8 2 ) ) .  Besides optimality arguments with reasonable design sizes the
3 0
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torus approach has other advantages. Torus designs are expected to  be highly 
efficient for correlated errors in the plane (compare section 3.5 below), and these
designs can be used as bordered designs (see Freeman (1979a), Morgan (1989)) 
in the plane preserving all balanced properties of the torus design. For these 
reasons the torus approach is taken in this chapter. While Martin (1982) has 
considered single torus designs only, here more than one torus is considered and 
corresponding block effects are included in the model.
Let yijk be the observation in row i  and column j  of the p x. q torus lattice 
k  (= l,2,...,i) with arbitrary initial cell (1,1,fc). The model considered here is
where the errors follow the symmetric second order autonormal torus process:
<r2var 1 (e) =It ® [Ipq -  a (Ip ® C q + Cp ® I q) -  q{Cp <g> Cq)\ (3.2) 
Here Cq is the q X q matrix with
and a , 7 , and a 2 are constants. Then it can be shown that if a , 7  >  0, a design
Vijk — t*k +  r\ijk] +  eijk (3.1)
1 if i — j  =  ±1  (mod 5) 
0 otherwise,
is universally optimum for estimation of treatment contrasts if
(i) every treatm ent has each other treatment as first neighbor equally often in
rows and columns combined, (3.3)
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(ii) every treatm ent has each other treatm ent as first neighbor equally often in 
diagonals,
(iii) no treatment immediately neighbors itself in rows, columns, or diagonals,
(iv) the set of t  toruses is equireplicate, with each pair of distinct treatments 
appearing together in an equal number of toruses.
Note tha t (iv) says tha t the toruses form a balanced block design as defined by 
Kiefer (1975). If interest focuses on the treatm ent means fi +  rt- in the simpler 
model fik = fi for all Ic, (iv) is relaxed to equireplication in the t  toruses combined. 
In general, equireplication in each of the toruses is sufficient for (iv) to hold. In 
the terminology of Martin (1982), (i) and (ii) say the design has second order 
neighbor balance.
The optimality result above can be extended to higher order torus processes 
after defining neighbor relationships as follows. Say two points on an p x q torus 
lattice are +  j]-th  order neighbors if one can be reached from the other
by moving ± i  rows and ± j  columns, or ± i  columns and ± j  rows, 
j  < i < max[int(p/2), int(qr/2)]. Then an order w variance balanced design is 
balanced for d-th order neighbors for each d =  1,2 , ...w, (Martin, 1982). Universal 
optimality will then depend on the signs of the parameters in the order w torus 
lattice process.
The primary concern here is to construct designs for the second order case,
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and second order neighbors will be referred to  by the more natural “first diagonal 
neighbors” . However some higher order results are also obtained. Section 3.2 
deals with the construction of universally optimum torus designs for v, a prime 
power of the form At + 1 . Two generalizations of the section 3.2 results are given 
in section 3.3. In section 3.4 designs are obtained for non-prime powers which 
as closely as possible meet the optimality conditions, and hence should be near- 
optimal. Some numerical comparisons for planar versions of torus designs are 
made in section 3.5.
3 . 2 .  D E S IG N S  W I T H  S E C O N D  O R D E R  B A L A N C E
As mentioned in Chapter 2 the general construction described in Theorem
2.3 can be used as a step in the construction of torus designs. In this chapter 
Pi = (v + 3)/4 is taken in Theorem 2.3 to obtain minimal size designs. Using 
corollary 2 .1, we now construct a and b of minimal size by
a =  ( l ,x 2,x 4, . . .,x^u_1^ 2) and 6 =  (x ,x s ,x 5, . . .  ,x (w+1)/2) (3.4)
where x  is any primitive element of GFV. Using the above a and b and applying 
Theorem 2.3 we have
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COROLLARY 3 .1 . Let v be a prime power o f the form At +  1. Then there exist 
v (v +  3)/4 x (v +  3)/4  squares which are balanced for first row and column 
neighbors combined, are balanced for first diagonal neighbors, and have no like 
first neighbors.
Since none of the designs in this chapter have like first neighbors, this fact 
will be omitted in succeeding results.
Example 3.1. The corollary 3.1 design for v = 9. The powers of x  in additive 
form axe x =  (1, 0), x 2 — (2, 1), xz =  (2, 2), x 4 = (0 , 2), x 5 = (2,0),a;6 =  (1, 2), 
x 7 =  (1, 1), x8 =  (0 , 1).
Adding mod(3,3), then writing i for xl , gives these 9 squares :
7 5 2  2 0 8  8 1 7
£  =  £ ( a ,6 ) = 8  1 7 B  +  (1,0) =  7 5 2 5  +( 2, 0)  = 2  0 8
6 2 3  3 8 4  4 7 6
6 2 3  3 8 4  4 7 6
£  +  (0,1) = 4  7 6 £  +  (1,1) =  6 2 3 £  +  (2,1) = 3  8 4
1 3 5  5 4 0  0 6 1
1 3 5  5 4 0  0 6 1
£  +  (0,2) = 0  6 1 £  +  (1,2) =  1 3 5 £  +  (2,2) = 5  4 0
7 5 2  2 0 8  8 1 7
In this section methods of adjoining the v arrays of Theorem 2.3 designs 
with pi = (u +  3)/4 are considered, the procedures for which will lead us to torus 
designs and what we shall call pseudo-torus designs. Suppose £ t- and £y are two
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Pi x Pi components such that the last column of B i is the first column of B j. 
If we form a pi x (2pi — 1) array by merging Bi and B j  at this common end 
column, this repeated set of column neighbors is lost, while the diagonal and row 
neighbors are unaffected. We seek to adjoin the v arrays in this fashion so that 
a balanced set of neighbors is lost. Our first result is for the integers mod (w).
T H E O R E M  3 . 1 .  Suppose a and. b a r e  pi-vectors on a  cyclic group G satisfying 
Theorem 2.3, and that (bPl — b i,v) = 1. Then there exists a (pi — 1) x v(pi — 
1) torus or pseudo-torus design balanced for combined first row and column 
neighbors, and balanced for first diagonal neighbors.
PROOF: Let w2 = b2 — &i and write B{ = B(a, b) +  w2(i — 1) for i  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  v. 
Then the last column of Bi is the first of Bf+i and we can merge the v J5, ’s into 
a single cylindrical p i x v(pi — 1) array, losing the first neighbors in a + g, g £  G. 
To maintain the combined row and column balance of the Theorem 2.1 design, 
we need to also lose the set of first neighbors in b + g, g 6  G. Let w\ =  aPl — a i .
case (i). Suppose w% = 0 . Then the first and last rows of our p\ x v(pi — 1) 
cylinder design are identical. Connecting the ends of our cylinder by merging 
these two rows gives a (p i—l) x v (p i—1) torus design with the required properties.
case (ii). If uq 7̂  0 then the first and last rows of our cylinder are not 
identical. However the last row must be a  cyclic permutation of the first, so that
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with an appropriate “twisting” of our cylinder, the merging used in case (i) can 
be achieved. Because this twisting distorts the torus lattice, we will call these 
pseudo-torus designs. □
We see th a t the designs falling into case (i) of Theorem 3.1 are universally 
optimum for the second order symmetric torus lattice process with a > 0 and 
7 >  0 . If the designs are to be used in the plane, the same neighbors are 
lost whether a torus or a pseudo-torus design is used, and the distinction is 
unimportant. If we wish to preserve neighbor balance in the plane by bordering, 
this too can be done for either case. Theorem 3.1 and all succeeding torus 
and pseudo-torus results could be equivalently stated in terms of fully bordered 
planar designs; we take the torus approach for optimality arguments and for the 
cohesion and simplicity afforded the constructions.
Example 3.2. On Z5 take a = (0,1 ,2 ,3 ) and 6=(0,3) where Si =  {1,4} and 
S2 = {2,3}. Merging the developed R(a, b) ’s as in Theorem 3.1 gives this 4 x 5  
Youden design, which as a pseudo-torus design has distinct pairs of treatments as 
first neighbors 4 times in rows and columns combined, and 4 times in diagonals. 
For clarity borders have been included, but will henceforth be omitted.
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1  4  2  0  3  1  4
2 : 0 3 1 4 2 : 0
3 : 1 4 2 0 3 : 1
4 : 2 0 3 1 4 : 2
0 : 3 1 4 2 0 : 3
1 4 2 0 3 1 4
In view of corollary 3.1 we have the following:
COROLLARY 3 .2 . Let v be a prime o f the form 41 +  1. Then there is a 
(v — l) /4  x v(v — 1)/4 torus or pseudo-torus design balanced for Grst row and 
column neighbors combined, and balanced for first diagonal neighbors.
Theorem 3.2 extends the method of Theorem 3.1 for non-cyclic groups.
THEOREM 3 .2 . Let v = V\V2, 1 <  v\ < V. Let a and b be pi-vectors on an 
abelian group G o f order v satisfying Theorem 2.1. Suppose w\ — aPl — ai 
and W2 = bPl — bi are such that generates a subgroup Go o f order V2, and 
Gj = Go +  jw 1 are the cosets o f Go, j  = 1,2 , Then there exists a 
vi(p i — 1) x i>2 (pi — 1) pseudo-torus design which is balanced for Grst row and 
column neighbors combined, and is balanced for Grst diagonal neighbors.
PROOF: Let J5t|i =  B(a,b) + (* — l)u;2, i =  1 ,2 ,. . .  ,V2, and form the
Pi x (Pi — 1) cylindrical array B \  by adjoining the -Btjl’s at their common
end columns. Now let Bj = B\  +  ( j — l)u ;i, j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  t>i; these v\ cylinders
3 7
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are the v components of the Theorem 2.1 design adjoined so tha t the column 
neighbors given by first neighbors in a +  g, g 6  G have been lost. If the first row 
of B i  is denoted by r i ,  the last row of B V2 is r i  +  W\V\, which must be a cyclic 
permutation of r i . A corresponding set of row neighbors is lost by merging the 
B j ’s into a single array via their common end rows. □
It should be noted tha t Theorem 3.2 designs are true torus designs whenever 
w\ is of order v\. In particular, this will be the case when v = q2 for prime q 
and G =  GFV.
C O R O L L A R Y  3 . 3 .  Let v be a  s q u a r e d  prime of the form  4 1 +  1 .  Then there 
exists a  u 1/ 2 ( u  — l ) / 4  x v 1/ 2 ( v  — l ) / 4  torus design balanced for first row and 
column neighbors combined, and balanced for first diagonal neighbors.
P R O O F :  F o r  a  a n d  b g i v e n  i n  ( 3 . 4 ) ,  W i  =  — 2  a n d  i o 2 =  ~ 2x  c l e a r l y  s a t i s f y  
T h e o r e m  3 . 2 .  □
Example 3.3. For v =  9 we construct the 6 x 6 design of corollary 3.3 by combining 
the arrays of example 3.1. Here G =  GF32 with a =  (l,a :2,a:4) and 6 =  xa. 
Identifying xl with i  (t =  1 ,2 ,. . .  , 8) we obtain
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7 5 2 0 8 1
8 1 7 5 2 0
6 2 3 8 4 7
4 7 6 2 3 8
1 3 5 4 0 6
0 6 1 3 5 4
This is a  knight’s move torus design with second order neighbor balance. Rows 
and columns together are a P B IB { 2) of Latin square type.
C O R O L L A R Y  3 . 4 .  Let v =  qn be a n  odd prime power o f the form 4t + 1 ,  n  >  2 .  
Then there exist qn~2 q(v — l) /4  x q(v — 1 )  / 4  toruses together balanced for first 
row and column neighbors combined, and for first diagonal neighbors.
P R O O F :  Let a and b be as in (3.4) for the additive group G of GFV and form the 
q(v — 1)/4  x q(v — 1)/4  torus T  by adjoining q2 of the v Theorem 2.3 components 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Let A = {ci +  c2x  : ci,C2 6  Zq} be the additive 
subgroup generated by w\ and w2 . Our qn~2 arrays are T  + y where y takes on 
one value in each of the qn~2 cosets of G /A. □
3 . 3 .  Two G e n e r a l i z a t i o n s
In section 3.2, single torus constructions were obtained for v, a prime power 
of the form 4t +  1, by using a partition of the nonzero elements of G into two 
equal sized subsets. Designs in several toruses for v not necessarily of the form 
4t +  1 can be obtained by partitioning the nonzero elements of G into more than
3 9
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two subsets. Let v =  2mt +  1 and suppose we can find subsets S i, S 2, . . . ,  Sm of 
G, |5*|=2t, satisfying
g € S{ =$■ - g  e  Si, (3.5)
U Si = G - 0 ,  and (3.6)
B(Si, <Sj+i) for i — 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m  are each 
nonzero element of G exactly 21 times, (3.7)
where we write <Sm+i =  S \. Then construct m ( t  + l)-vectors a \ ,0,2, . . . ,  am such 
th a t ±oJ =  Si. We can then generalize our previous results by applying the 
techniques of Theorems 3.1 or 3.2 or Corollary 3.4, successively taking a, b as 
each pair tt,, 1 (flfyt-j-i — fli).
THEOREM 3 .3 . Let v = 2 tm + l be a prime or prime power. Sets S i, S2, . . .  ,S m 
satisfying (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) exist on G =  GFV.
PROOF: Let x  be a primitive element of G  and Si = (1 ,x m,x 2m, . . . , x^2t~ ^ m) 
and Si =  Si is closed under multiplication and x tm =  —1 is in S i,  so
g £  Si => —g (E Si. By inspection of B ( S i , S2) one can see tha t its entries are 
those of B \  =
(x ° ,x m,x 2m, . .  . ,x ^ 2t~ 1̂ m) ® (1 +  x, 1 +  x m+1, 1 +  x 2m+1, . .. ,1 +  a;(2t—1)TW+1) 
where ® is the Kronecker product. Defining £,• =  x t~ 1B  1, it follows easily that
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Bi contains the entries of B(S{,Si+i), and B i , B 2, . ■. , B m collectively contain 
the elements of
(x°, x 1, x2, . . . ,  x2*m~ 1) <g> (1 +  x, 1 +  s m+1, 1 +  x2m+1, . . . ,  1 +  x(2t-1)m+1), that 
is, each nonzero element of G 2t times. □
Let h be given by ( l  — xm)~ 1 =  x h. Then with a i =  (x h, x h+m, . . . ,  xh+tm), 
a,- =  satisfy ± a |  =  S',- of Theorem 3.3. Combining these results yields
the following corollaries.
C O R O L L A R Y  3 . 5 .  Let v be a  prime power o f the form 2tm  +  1 ,  m  > 1 .  There 
exist vm  (t +  1 )  x  (f +  1 )  s q u a r e s  that are together balanced for combined f i r s t  
row and column neighbors, and for f i r s t  diagonal neighbors.
COROLLARY 3 .6 . Let V be a prime o f the form 2tm  -f 1, m  > 1. Then there 
exist m  t x vt toruses that are together balanced for combined f i r s t  row and 
column neighbors, and for first diagonal neighbors.
C O R O L L A R Y  3 . 7 .  Let V  =  qn be an odd prime power o f the form 2tm  +  
1, m ,n >  1. Then there exists mqn~ 2 qt x  qt toruses that are together balanced 
for combined f i r s t  row and column neighbors, and for f i r s t  diagonal neighbors.
PROOF: The desired qn~ 2 qt x  qt arrays will arise from each jB(a,-,aj+1) by 
applying the technique in the proof of corollary 3.4. □
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The number of separate arrays in corollaries 3.5 - 3.7 can be halved when 
m  = 2 since only one of the two pairs S i,S 2 and S2, Si need be used. More 
generally, the number of arrays can be halved if the number of times each S,- is 
used can be reduced from 2 to 1. This requires tha t the number of St ’s be even, 
so write v =  2tm ' +  1 =  4tm  +  1 where m ' = 2m  is even. The general problem 
is to find subsets S i, S2, . . . ,  S2m of G, |Sj| =  2t, satisfying (3.5), (3.6), and
R {S2i - i , S 2i) for i — 1, 2 , . . .  ,m  are each
nonzero element of G exactly t times. (3.8)
We then apply our methods to m pairs a,,bi such tha t ± a | =  S2t_ i and ± 6£ =  
5 2t, i  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  m. Under certain conditions the sets of Theorem 3.3 can be so 
partitioned.
THEOREM 3 .4 . For v = 4tm  +  1 =  2tm ' +  1 a prime power, the sets
S i ,S 2, . . . ,  S2m o f Theorem 3.3, in some order, satisfy (3.8) i f  for some integer r
{1 ±  X2r- 1, 1 ±  *2m+2r- 1, 1 ±  a;4m+2r-l 1 ±  x 2(t-l)m+2r - ly  ^
is composed o f t quadratic residues and t non-residues.
PROOF: We take =  { l ,x 2mx4m, . . .  ,x 2(2f" 1)w}, S2 =  x2r_ 1S i, and 
S2t_ i =  ®2(, - 1)S1, S2t- =  x2(t_ 1)S2 for i  — 1, 2, . . . ,  m. Using the relation
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x 2tm __ B ( S \ ,S 2) can be written as (x ° ,x 2m,x 4m, . . .  , x 2(2t 1)m) ®
(1 ±  X2r"1, 1 ±  X2m+2r" 1, l  ±  x 4m+2r- 1 .. .,  1 ±  z 2(i-l)m +2r - l )
B (S 2i - i , S 2i) = x 2(t~ 1)B (S i ,S 2) implies that the m tables together contain 
{x° ,x 2 ,x m , . . . , x 4tm~2) ®
(1 ±  x 2r~ l , l  ±  a:2m+2r- 1, 1 ±  x4^ 2*--1 . . .  ,1 ±  z2(t—i)m+2r— The left-hand 
vector containing all the quadratic residues gives the result. □
Now write x h = (1 — x 2m)~ l . Then for a\ — (xh, x h+2m, . . . ,  x 2tm) and 
bi = x 2r~ 1ai, ai =  x2('-1 ^ai and 6,- =  i 2(t - 1̂ 6i satisfy ± a j =  S2i - \  and 
± 6t- =  S2l- in the proof of Theorem 3.4. Hence we can halve the number of arrays 
in corollaries 3.5- 3.7 whenever (3.9) holds. This is not always possible (see Table
3.1 below).
Table 3.1. r values satisfying (3.9)
primitive root
V t m r or polynomial
17 2 2 2 3
25 2 3 1,2,3 x 2 +  x  +  2
3 2 non-exist.
37 3 3 2 2
41 2 5 3 11
5 2 non-exist.
49 6 2 1,2 x 2 +  2x +  5
4 3 2
3 4 1, 2,3 ,4
2 6 2,5
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The following example shows tha t even for GFV, the approach of (3.8) is 
indeed distinct from that of (3.9), and not simply a  method for halving those 
designs.
Example 3.4. For v =  25 put t  =  3 and m  =  2. One can check th a t (3.9) 
is not satisfied. The following 4 sets satisfy (3.5), (3.6), and (3.8): Si =  
( l , x 4, x s ,x 12, x 16,x 20), S2 =  x 2S i,  S3 =  xSx, and S4 = x 3S i.  But B (S 2,S 3.) 
and B ( S i ,S 4) together give each quadratic residue 4 times and each quadratic 
non-residue twice, so these sets do not satisfy (3.7). With these sets we get two 
15 x 15 toruses (compare corollary 3.9 below), one of which is
0 23 4 10 8 22 16 13 0 4 12 10 22 15 16
5 17 21 18 7 19 14 9 5 21 2 18 19 6 14
19 6 14 5 17 21 18 7 19 14 9 5 21 2 18
1 4 3 20 22 24 11 0 1 3 10 20 24 16 11
12 21 8 15 19 13 23 5 12 8 18 15 13 14 23
13 14 23 12 21 8 15 19 13 23 5 12 8 18 15
7 3 6 9 24 17 2 1 7 6 20 9 17 11 2
10 8 22 16 13 0 4 12 10 22 15 16 0 23 4
0 23 4 10 8 22 16 13 0 4 12 10 22 15 16
19 6 14 5 17 21 18 7 19 14 9 5 21 2 18
20 22 24 11 0 1 3 10 20 24 16 11 1 4 3
1 4 3 20 22 24 11 0 1 3 10 20 24 16 11
13 14 23 12 21 8 15 19 13 23 5 12 8 18 15
9 24 17 2 1 7 6 20 9 17 11 2 7 3 6
7 3 6 9 24 17 2 1 7 6 20 9 17 11 2
Entries (except 0) are expressed as powers of primitive x. The second torus is 
obtained by multiplying by x. The following are immediate.
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C O R O L L A R Y  3 . 8 .  Let v be a  prime power of the form 4m t +  1 ,  a n d  suppose 
(3.9) holds. Then there exist vm  (t +  1) x (t +  1) squares that are together 
balanced for combined Erst row and column neighbors, and for Erst diagonal 
neighbors.
C O R O L L A R Y  3 . 9 .  Let v beaprim e o f the form 4 f m + l ,  and suppose (3.9) holds. 
Then there exist m  t x v t  toruses that are together balanced for combined Erst 
row and column neighbors, and for Erst diagonal neighbors.
A small complication arises when connecting the developed 5(a,-, b{) in two 
directions. We first give the result for even powers of primes. But first we state
L E M M A  3 . 1 .  T h e  n o n z e r o  e l e m e n t s  o f  GFq in  GFqn a r e  a l l  q u a d r a t i c  r e s i d u e s  
i f  n  i s  e v e n .
C O R O L L A R Y  3 . 1 0 .  Let v — qn be an odd prime power o f the form 4tm  +  1 ,  
where n  > 1 is even, and suppose (3.9) holds. Then there exists m qn~ 2 qt x qt 
toruses that are together balanced for combined Erst row and column neighbors, 
and for Erst diagonal neighbors.
P R O O F :  It is sufficient to  show tha t the method of corollary 3 . 4  can be used to 
form qn~ 2 qt x qt toruses from the developed B (a i,b i) ’s. Hence we must show
4 5
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tha t w i =  x h+2tm — x h = —2x h and 102 =  x 2r~ 1w \ generate distinct additive 
subgroups. Now -2 generates the subfield GFq, which for even n  is composed 
only of quadratic residues and 0, so h and h  +  2r — 1 having different parities 
establishes the result. □
The elements of GFq in GFq» are powers of x h where h = (qn — l) /(q  — 1). 
So corollary 3.10 holds for odd n  > 1 iff 2r — 1 is not an odd multiple of h. Of 
course the a ,’s and 6,-’s given in the proof are only one of many possibilities, and 
it appears th a t the corollary will hold for all odd n > 1 as well.
Again, we know from section 3.2 tha t (3.9) always holds when m  =  1. Next 
we show tha t (3.9) holds when t =  1, tha t is, tha t 1 ±  x 2r~ l is one quadratic 
residue and one non-residue for some integer r. Multiplying by y = x 1~2r this 
becomes, equivalently, y ±  1 is one quadratic residue and one quadratic non­
residue. The proof of the following lemma is in appendix IV.
L E M M A  3 . 2 .  Let v =  4 m  +  1 =  qn be a power o f the odd prime q. There exists 
a quadratic non-residue y G GFV such that one o f {y — l , y  +  1} is a quadratic 
residue, and the other a quadratic non-residue. I f  n > 1, this y may be chosen 
so that is not in the subfield GFV.
4 6
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COROLLARY 3 .1 1 . Let v =  4ra +  1 =  qn where q is an odd prime and n  >  1. 
Then there exist qn~2(v — 1) /4  ? x g  toruses that are together balanced for 
combined Srst row and column neighbors, and for first diagonal neighbors.
PROOF: This is just corollary 3.10 with t = 1 and x2r_1 =  y-1  where y is given 
by Lemma 3.2. That y, and hence y-1 , is not in the subfield GFq, removes the 
corollary 3.10 restriction tha t n be even. □
Note that these designs have only (v — l) /4  replicates.
Proper choice of y for these designs can often give balance of neighbors at 
higher orders. For the corollary 3.11 designs we may take a i =  (0 ,1), b\ =  (0,y), 
and (a,-, &,) =  x2 ,̂ - 1̂ (a i,6i), where y =  x 2r~ x is given by lemma 3.2. The first 
diagonal differences in B{ai,b{) are ± (y  +  1) and ± (y  — 1), showing how first 
diagonal balance is obtained. The differences for looking at neighbors separated 
by i  rows or i  columns are
±*a:2(u-1)and ±iyx^u~ 1̂  u = l , 2 , . . . , m
which is a balanced set since y is a  quadratic non-residue. Hence the corollary 
3.11 designs are balanced for combined i-th  row and column neighbors, i = 
1 ,2 , . . . ,  (q — l)/2 . For neighbors separated by ± i  rows and ± j  columns, the
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differences are
x 2(u 1) { ± ( j y  +  i ) , ± ( j y - i ) }  =  j i 2(u ^ { ± ( y - \ - i j  1) , ± ( y - i j  *}
U —  1 ^  2 j  • • • j  TTh
Hence we have the following corollary
C O R O L L A R Y  3 . 1 2 .  I f  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  q u a d r a t i c  n o n - r e s i d u e  y  G  G . F „  s u c h  t h a t  
{ y  +  i , y  — * '}  c o n t a i n s  e x a c t l y  o n e  q u a d r a t i c  r e s i d u e  a n d  o n e  q u a d r a t i c  n o n ­
r e s i d u e  f o r  e a c h  i  =  1 , 2 ,  — 1 ,  t h e n  t h e  d e s i g n  o f  c o r o l l a r y  3 . 1 1  i s  b a l a n c e d
f o r  n e i g h b o r s  o f  a l l  o r d e r s .
Example 3.5. A balanced lattice for 25 treatments that is also balanced for torus 
neighbors of all orders. This is the corollary 3.12 design with j/-1  =  x2r_1 — x ,
using the primitive polynomial x2 +  x +  2. Again i is written for X x
11 16 15 18 2 13 18 17 20 4 15 20 19 22 6
4 23 14 6 3 6 1 16 8 5 8 3 18 10 7
8 21 17 24 22 10 23 19 2 24 12 1 21 4 2
19 7 1 0 13 21 9 3 0 15 23 11 5 0 17
9 20 10 12 5 11 22 12 14 7 13 24 14 16 9
17 22 21 24 8 19 24 23 2 10 21 2 1 4 12
10 5 20 12 9 12 7 22 14 11 14 9 24 16 13
14 3 23 6 4 16 5 1 8 6 18 7 3 10 8
1 13 7 0 19 3 15 9 0 21 5 17 11 2 23
15 2 16 18 11 17 4 18 20 13 19 6 20 22 15
The condition of corollary 3.12 is achievable for n  = 2 and q —3,5,7, and 
11 but not for <7=13,17, or 19. The corollary 3.11 designs will be balanced to
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sixth order if additionally {(y ± 2), (y ± 2~ 1)} are two quadratic residues and two 
quadratic non-residues. This can be done for n =  2 and q=13, 17, and 19; no 
other cases have been checked, but it is suspected th a t this will hold for all q.
3 .4  D e s ig n s  f o r  n o n  p r im e  p o w e r  v
In this section designs will be constructed using cyclic groups for small v. In 
most cases we will not be able to attain  the perfect balance of sections 3.2 and 
3.3: the approach here is to keep the range in neighbor counts small, still allowing 
no like first neighbors. We concentrate on the method used in (2.4)-(2.6), but 
will not demand that S i and S 2 are equal sized subsets, and will relax (2.6). The 
effect of the former will depend on the method of merging the component arrays; 
the latter relaxes the demand of exact diagonal neighbor balance.
Consider first the case of v = At +  3. Let Sy and S2 be a partition of 
Zv — 0 , |S'! | =  21, |S2| =  2f+ 2, satisfying (2.4)-(2.5) and
5  (£1, $ 2) cont ains the nonzero elements of Zv with 
frequencies fy  <  / 2 <  . . .  < f a. (3.10)
Let o, b be such tha t ± 0* =  Sy and ± 6* =  S 2, and write wy =  a*+i — ay and 
u>2 = h +2 ~  by. Then in the v (t +  1) x (t +  2) arrays {B(a,b) + g : g E Zv} 
each pair of distinct treatments occurs as first neighbors t  +  1 or t +  2 times in 
rows and columns combined, and fy , / 2, . . . ,  f 8 times in diagonals. If we choose b
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such tha t (w2,v ) =  1 then we can merge the B (a,b)’s via common end columns 
into a (t + 1) x (41 +  3 ) ( £  +  1) cylinder design with first neighbors balanced for 
rows and columns combined. Alternatively, as a torus or pseudo-torus design, 
the dimensions are t x (4f + 3 ) ( t  + 1), with combined first row/column neighbor 
counts of t  and t  +  1. In either case the diagonal first neighbors are the same 
as in the B (o ,6) ’s. If (toi,u) = 1 we can get a  t(4t + 3 )  x (t +  1) pseudo-torus 
design with the same counts; of the three, the cylinder design is to be preferred 
in planar applications. If w\ generates a subgroup G i of order Vi and w2 is such 
tha t G\ + iw 2 for i = 1 ,2 ,. . .  ,v 2(v = v iv 2) are the cosets of G\ in Zv, then we 
can obtain a v \t  x v2[t +  1) torus or pseudo-torus design again with the same 
neighbor counts. Of course the size of a (6) can be increased so tha t ±a* (± 6*) 
is multiple copies of S\ (S2), multiplying the number of rows (columns) of the 
design; this may be useful for some of the small treatm ent numbers (see Table 
3 . 2 ) ,  but can further spread the row/column neighbor counts depending on the 
method of adjoining the B (a ,6)’s.
For v =  At +  1 (we are interested in the case when v is not a prime or prime 
power) the procedures are the same except that |Si| =  j5*21 =  2t. Hence a pseudo­
torus design will be balanced for combined first row and column neighbors, while 
the cylinder row/column neighbor counts will be t and t +  1.
When v is even the order 2 element requires tha t a larger a or b be used if
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the row/column neighbor counts are to be kept reasonably balanced. For v = 4t 
partition Zv -  0  as S i, S 2, |S i| =  2t  -  1 ,  |S2| =  21 satisfying (2.4) and ( 3 . 1 0 ) .  
Now find a and b such tha t ±a* =  two copies of S i and ± 6* =  S 2. Then in the 
21 x  (t + 1) array B(a,b )
(i) the symmetric row differences are 2t copies of S2
(ii) the symmetric column differences are 2(f +  1) copies of Si
(iii) the symmetric diagonal differences are U(±a*,±&*) =  two copies of 
B {S u S2).
Since each column of B(a, b) gives two copies of S i, the 2t x  412 cylinder designs 
will be balanced for combined row and column neighbors. Any torus or pseudo­
torus design will have row/column neighbor counts of 2t — 1 and 2t.
For v =  4t +  2 we need S i, S2 satisfying (2.4) and ( 3 . 1 0 )  with |<Si | =  2f —  1 ,
\S2\ =  21, and a, b such tha t ±o*=  two copies of S i and ±b* =  S 2. Then in the
2(t +  1) x  (t +  1) array B (a,b)
(iv) the symmetric row differences are 2 (t +  1) copies of S2
(v) the symmetric column differences are 2(t +  1) copies of Si
(vi) the symmetric diagonal differences are two copies of B (S i ,  S 2).
So torus or pseudo-torus designs will have combined row and column neighbor 
counts of 2t and 2t +  1; for cylinder designs the counts are 2t + 1 and 2 (t +  1), 
or 21 and 2 {t +  l) , as the arrays are adjoined via rows or columns, respectively.
5 1
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Interesting here is that the row and column neighbor counts will be balanced if 
± 6* is two copies of S% and the B(a,b) ’s are adjoined by rows.
All sets S i, S2 on Zv giving the smallest value of E nt/? ,  where n t- is the 
number of elements of Z v occurring with frequency /,• in B ( S i ,S 2), are given in 
Table 3.2 for v <  30, along with possible design sizes. On the torus for the second 
order autonormal process this method gives the MS-optimal design within this 
class. In all of the cases here at least one of the partitions also minimizes f 3 — f i ,  
the value of which is listed for each partition.
Just two sets S i , S2 have been chosen here so as to obtain designs in single 
arrays. It is not, however, always the case tha t for given S i and S2) a and b 
can be found so that wi and iu2 are of appropriate orders to generate a  single 
array design. When v is even, if the number of odd elements in is a multiple 
of 4, then for the constructions given above both Wi and tt;2 must be even, and 
thus together generate a subgroup of order no greater than v/2 . In general if the 
subgroup Gz generated by wi and ty2 is of order vz, then the initial torus found by 
merging B (a ,b )’s according to w 1 and w2 may be developed into v /vz  toruses by 
addition of elements of distinct cosets of Gz- Alternatively a different partition 
(with larger En i f f )  could be used; these are also listed (where necessary) in 
Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2. Partitions of Z v — 0 and Possible Design Sizes
V Si f s — f i  single array design sizes
7 1,6 1 2 x 14? 1 x 14 2 x 7
8 1,4,7 1 4 x 16? 3 x 16 6 x 8 12 x 4 24 x 2
10 1,2,5,8,9 or 1,4,5,6,9 3 5 x 20 10 x 10 25 x 4 50 x 2
11 1,3,8,10 2 3 x 33? 2 x 33 22 x 3
12 3,4,6,8,9* 1 6 x 36? 5 x 36 10 x 18 15 x 12
3,5,6,7,9* 2 20 x 9 30 x 6 60 x 3
14 1,2,5,7,9,12,13 2 7 x 42 14 x 21 49 x 6 98 x 3
15 1,2,5,10,13,14 2 4 x 60? 3 x 60 9 x 20
1,3,4,11,12,14 2 15 X 12 45 x 4
16 1,2,4,8,12,14,15 2 8 x 64? 7 x 64 14 x 32
28 x 16 56 x 8 112 x 4
1,2,6,7,9,11,12,16,17* 2
18 1,2,4,5,9,13,14,16,17* 2 9 x 72 18 x 36 27 x 24
1,2,4,8,9,10,14,16,17 2 54 x 12 81 x 8 162 x 4
19 1,2,6,8,11,13,17,18 2 5 x 95? 4 x 95 76 x 5
20 1,2,3,7,10,13,17,18,19* 2 10 X 100? 9 X 100 18 X 50 36 x 25
1,2,4,9,10,11,16,18,19* 3 45 x 20 90 x 10 180 X 5
21 1,2,3,5,10,11,16,18,19,20 2 5 x 105 15 x 35
22 1,2,3,5,10,11,12,17,19
20,21* 2 11 x 110 22 x 55
1,3,4,5,8,11,14,17,18
19,21* 2 121 x 10 242 x 5
1,2,4,6,7,11,15,16,18
20,21* 3
23 1,2,3,7,9,14,16,20,21,22 3 6 x 138? 5 x 138 115 x 6
24 1,2,4,5,10,12,14,19,20
22,23* 2 12 x 144? 11 x 144 22 x 72
1,2,3,7,10,12,14,17,21
22,23* 3 33 x 48 44 x 36 66 x 24
88 X 18 132 x  12 264 X 6
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Table 3.2. (continued)
v S i f B — f \  single array design sizes
26 1,2,3,4,8,10,13,16,18,22
23,24,25* 3 13 x 156 26 x 78
1.2.3.5.6.11.13.15.20.21




23,24,26 3 7 x 189? 6 x 189 18 x 63
54 x 21 162 x 7
28 1,2,7,10,11,12,14,16,17
18,21,26,27* 3 14 x 196? 13 x 196 26 x 98
1,3,4,5,8,13,14,15,20,23
24,25,27* 3 52 x 49 91 x 28182 x 14 364 x 7
30 1,2,3,5,9,10,12,15,18,20
21.25.27.28.29 3 15 x 210 30 x 10545 x 70 75 x 42
1.2 .3 .6 .8 .9 .11.15.19.21
22.24.27.28.29 4 90 x 35 150 x 21 225 x 14 450 x 7
* w\ and 1JJ2 must both be even; * does not minimize Y2 n ifi 'i  ? =  cylinder 
design (all others are toruses).
Designs with size marked ? in Table 3.2 are cylinder designs; such designs 
are given only when they result in exact row/column neighbor balance. Two 
comments concerning variants on the design sizes are worthy of mention. First, 
any torus design or cylinder design can be divided into sections with all neighbor 
counts preserved by bordering. For instance, a 4 x 16 cylinder design for 8 
treatm ents could be layed out as two 4 x 8  side-bordered arrays. Secondly, as 
mentioned above, larger designs can be obtained by choosing a and/or b such
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that their differences give replicates of the required sets, though care must be 
given to  the row and columns counts if this is done. Hence, for instance, a 7 x 16 
torus design for 8 treatments is a possibility.
Given the sets 5 i and 52 construction depends only on appropriate choice 
of a and b. For the second order autonormal process on the torus this amounts 
to obtaining wi and W2 of the desired orders. Practically speaking for planar 
applications, one can be guided by the general recommendations of Martin (1986) 
for long-term correlation structures: efficient designs should have as few like 
third order neighbors as possible (we already have no like first and second order 
neighbors), and to keep var(f,- — fj) as constant as possible balance neighbors to 
as high an order as possible. Designs here could also be adapted for the process 
C2 of Martin (1986), for which efficiency requires tha t third order like neighbors 
occur as frequently as possible; our method would then require that ±a* and/or 
± 6* be multiple copies of S i  and 52 . These designs will not be efficient for short 
term correlations, which require a  large number of like diagonal neighbors; for 
this situation see Morgan (1989).
Let a2* =  (ai — 03,02 — 04, . . .  ,a p_ 2 — ap,a p_ i + a i  — ap — 02); a2* is the set 
of second forward neighbor differences for cyclic merging of a. Similarly defining 
ft2*, the symmetric differences for higher order torus neighbors are
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±  a2*, ±b2* third order
B (± a 2*,±b*), B (± a* ,± b2*) fourth order 
B (± a 2*,±b2*) fifth order
and so on upon defining a3* etc. Frequencies of occurrence and numbers of zeros 
in these lists can be used to guide the choice of a and b as one is concerned with 
balance and efficiency, respectively.
3 . 5 .  E f f ic ie n c y  C a l c u l a t io n s
In this section numerical comparisons are used to investigate the behavior 
in the plane of some of the constructed designs. The model is as given in section
3.1, but with planar correlations 
cov(ety e t/j') =
1 r  _________cos(gfli) cos(h92)ddl de2_________
4tt2 J _ K J _ n 1 — 2acos(0i) — 2acos(02) - 47cos(0i)cos(02)
where |z — =  g, \j — j '\  = h, in this section only k =  1 array is considered, and
|ck| +  |7 | < i  (see Moran(1973)). This is different than the non-stationary planar 
process considered by Gill and Shukla (1985b), which they defined in terms of
var- 1(e), being in fact the stationary version of the torus process mentioned in
section 2.2.
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Let pgh = Phg be the correlation for plots separated by g rows and h columns. 
In the calculations below we take pio =  .1, .2 , . . . ,  .5 and p n  =  p ^ f .  These may 
be roughly appropriate for square plots, but are of course somewhat arbitrary : 
manipulation af a  and 7  can produce a wide range of behaviors in the correlations. 
The exact values of a  and 7  used, along with the first few correlations, are given 
in the following table.
Table 3.3. Correlations obtained from (3.11)
a 1 P10 P11 P 20 P12
.0881 .0192 .100 .039 .012 .007
.1485 .0298 .200 .103 .048 .034
.1890 .0284 .300 .181 .109 .084
.21635 .02084 .400 .274 .194 .160
.23422 .011822 .500 .379 .300 .263
Note that these correlations decay more slowly than the process C2 consid­
ered by M artin (1986), for which pgh =  p[g0 +h  ̂ .
The C matrix for estimation of treatm ent contrasts is
C  =  X '( E - ' -  J S - l ) X
where X  is the plot/treatm ent incidence matrix, E the correlation matrix for e, 
and J  and 1 are a m atrix and a vector of l ’s, respectively. Then
tr(C ) <  tr(E -1 ) -  1 +  X ]  E  aB8>I^ 8B' > °) =  say-
b ^ b '
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Here E -1  =  (<rs a ), and I (o 88' >  0) =  1 if a 83' >  0, or 0 otherwise. Let 
Ai < A2 <  ■ • • < A„_i be the nonzero eigenvalues of C~. A universally optimum 
design arrived at by the method of Kiefer (1975) would have Ai =  A2 =  . . .  =  
Au_i =  A*, providing a standard against which to evaluate the proposed designs; 
we will use the A (= A»), E  (=  A„_i), and D  ( =  A») criteria. We will also
use R  = Av_ 1 / A1 as a simple measure of the dispersion in the design. This is just 
the ratio of the largest and smallest variances of estimated treatment contrasts, 
which is 1 for the hypothetical universally optimum design. With this definition, 
the A-efficiency is defined as A-eff =  (A-value for hypothetical optimal design) /  
(A-value of the proposed design). When comparing a proposed design with some 
other design, the numerator of A-eff should be read as the A-value of tha t other 
design. The E-, D-, and ^-efficiencies are defined in a similar fashion.
We first consider the design of example 3.2 for 5 varieties. This design may 
be extended row-wise by successively adding 1 (mod 5) to the last row; the 5 x 5  
thus obtained is design J55.185 of M artin (1986). Values of A—, E - ,  D - ,  and 
R —eff for the 4 x 5  and 5 x 5  each appear in Table 3.4. Note in particular that 
all of the A-efficiencies are greater than 99%, and tha t the loss is small even in 
terms of R. Similar values are obtained for the 6 x 5 7 x 5  etc.
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Table 3.4. Two designs for u=5 relative to universal optimality
Piq A-eff E-e  ff D-eff R-e ff
0.1 (.9998, .99998) (.990, .994) (.9995, .9999) (.971, .991)
0.2 (.999,.9999) (.984,.988) (.998,.9998) (.951,.983)
0.3 (.999, .9998) (.979, .985) (.997, .999) (.936, .978)
0.4 (.998, .9995) (.974, .983) (.995, .998) (.924, .977)
0.5 (.997, .999) (.968, .983) (.991, .996) (.914, .978)
first entry is for 4 x 5 ,  second for 5 x 5 .
Regarding the 5 x 5  square relative to  his process (02), which is very close 
to the process considered here, M artin (1986) remarks tha t it "... has almost 
perfect second order balance. This was the optimal design found, and it seems 
unlikely th a t any better design exists” . We now see tha t the reason for the near 
second order balance is tha t this degree of balance is achieved on the torus, and 
tha t this design is a member of a family of torus designs for 5 treatments that 
exhibit high efficiency and balance.
Next we examine a 6 x 8 design for 8 varieties based on the section 3.4 
approach (Table 3.5). The design, constructed using a = (0,1,5,4) and b =  
(0,3,1), is
0 3 1 4 2 5 3 6
1 4 2 5 3 6 4 7
5 0 6 1 7 2 0 3
4 7 5 0 6 1 7 2
5 0 6 1 7 2 0 3
1 4 2 5 3 6 4 7.
As compared to the designs for 5 varieties the behavior here is less satisfac­
tory, reflecting the poorer approximation to neighbor balance. The A-efficiencies
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still exceed 99%, however.
Table 3.5. 6 x 8 for v=8  relative to  universal optimality
Piq A-e ff E-e ff D-eff R-e ff
0.1 .999 .952 .996 .914
0.2 .997 .917 .988 .857
0.3 .995 .891 .979 .818
0.4 .993 .873 .970 .791
0.5 .990 .859 .958 .772
To better see the effect of controlling neighbors consider this design due to 
Preece (1976):
4 8 2 1 6 9
3 7 9 5 2 4
6 5 1 8 3 7
2 4 3 7 8 6
1 9 8 4 5 3
5 6 7 2 9 1
This is a generalized Youden design with the additional property tha t each 
3 x 3  corner is a complete replicate, so tha t like varieties are very well separated. 
There is, however, a single like diagonal neighbor pair. The design of example
3.2 is compared to this design (first value) and to the hypothetical universally 
optimum design (second value) in Table 3.6. Gains in A-efficiency for our (torus) 
neighbor-balanced design are small, but are more substantial with respect to the 
other criteria.
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Table 3.6. Comparison of 6 x 6 designs for v —9
P10 A-eff E-eff D-eff iE-eff
0.1 (1.004, .999) (1.095, .963) (1.021, .996) (1.144, .931)
0.2 (1.010, .997) (1.166, .933) (1.047, .988) (1.251, .880)
0.3 (1.016, .995) (1.212, .908) (1.068, .979) (1.321, .838)
0.4 (1.020, .993) (1.236, .888) (1.081, .970) (1.363, .805)
0.5 (1.022, .991) (1.248, .872) (1.090, .961) (1.385, .782)
Next, a torus-constructed design for v =  10 is compared to a design with 
combined row/column balance in the plane (Table 3.7, which has the same format 
as Table 3.6). For the torus design take a = (0,7,1) and b = (0 ,1 ,3 ,2,7 ,5), and 
for the competitor the Latin square B(c,d) where c =  (0,1 ,3 ,2 ,4 ,9 ,8, 6,7,5) 
and d =  (0 ,3 ,9 ,6 ,2 ,7 ,4 ,8,1 ,5); neither design is especially well-balanced in the 
diagonals. Differences are seen mainly in the E  and R  criteria, where B[c,d) is 
superior.
Table 3.7. Comparison of 10 x 10 designs for v = 10
Pi 0 A-eff E-eff D-eff iE-eff
0.1 (1.001, .9996) (.983, .966) (1.006, .998) (.970, .938)
0.2 (1.000, .999) (.969, .942) (1.007, .994) (.947, .897)
0.3 (.999, .998) (.955, .929) (1.003, .991) (.923, .874)
0.4 (.998, .997) (.943, .922) (.996, .987) (.899, .860)
0.5 (.997, .996) (.935, .917) (.989, .975) (.881, .851)
Tables 3.4 and 3.7 suggest that, when possible, planar balance of neighbors 
is desirable. When planar balance is not possible, torus designs offer a very close 
approximation.
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The planar designs so far examined have been obtained by separating torus 
designs between two rows and two columns, and it should be noted tha t where this 
is done can affect the planar behavior. We have also discussed how the balanced 
neighbor counts of the torus can be maintained in the plane by bordering; in 
some cases it may be desirable to increase the size of an unbordered planar 
design by addition of one of these potential borders as an actual row or column 
of the design. This is especially relevant to  corollary 3.2 designs, which suffer 
the greatest departure from neighbor balance in their planar versions because 
of the repeated set of neighbors lost by the separation of two rows. Adding, 
say, the row that would serve as the north border of a (v — l) /4  x v{v — l) /4  
unbordered design with the property that each pair of neighbors occurs (» +  3)/4 
or (v — l ) /4  times in rows and columns combined, and (y — l ) /4  or (v — 5)/4 
times in diagonals. This is the closest approximation to exact neighbor balance 
achievable in an unbordered planar design of this size.
To illustrate this we evaluate 3 x 39 and 4 x 39 designs for v =  13 (see Table 
3.8). The designs are constructed using a =  (0,1,4,8) and b =  (0,6,11,9), and 
the column separation is between the first two columns of B \ =  B(a,b). Both 
designs perform well, the 4 x 39 design holding a slight advantage in A-efficiency 
and, as expected, a somewhat stronger edge in the E  and R  criteria.
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Table 3.8. Two designs for v =  13 relative to hypothetical optimum
Pro A-eff E-eff D-eff R-eff
0.1 (.998, .9998) (.939, .981) (.991, .999) (.894, .963)
0.2 (.995, .999) (.895, .967) (973, .996) (.823, .935)
0.3 (.993, .999) (.866, .956) (.956, .993) (.776, .916)
0.4 (.990, .998) (.847, .948) (.941, .988) (.745, .903)
0.5 (.988, .998) (.836, .943) (.928, .983) (.726, .894)
first entry is for 3 x39, second for 4 x 39.
In conclusion, the calculations given here relative to an unattainable bound 
indicate th a t optimum torus designs can be excellent planar designs.
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Chapter 4
Balanced Incomplete Block Designs 
W ith N ested Rows and Columns
4 . 1 .  I n t r o d u c t io n
Optimal two dimensional designs have been considered in Chapter 2, with a 
model without row and column effects, under generalized least squares analysis 
assuming a known error covariance structure. The torus approach has been taken 
in Chapter 3 for optimality arguments of comparatively smaller size designs and 
for the high efficiency of planar versions of torus designs. From the optimality 
results of these chapters, and the findings of several other papers (e.g. Kiefer 
and Wynn (1981), Gill and Shukla (1985b), and M artin (1986)) it is clear that 
optimal properties of a design depends on the assumed error covariance matrix. 
It turns out that a design in some sense optimal under one covariance structure
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may be poor under some other covariance structures. Kiefer & Wynn (1981) 
suggest taking the minimax approach if the form of correlation is not known to 
the experimenter.
However, as discussed in Chapter 1, standard row-column designs of small 
sizes (ignoring correlations) including row and column effects in the model may 
be used as well. Jarrett & Hall (1982) advocated the use of several blocks each 
consisting of p rows and q columns for reasonably small p and q with elimination 
of heterogeneity due to rows and columns within each block. Also, the detailed 
studies of Pearce (1978, 1980) and Kempton and Howes (1981) demonstrate that 
nested row-column designs under the standard least squares analysis could be an 
useful alternative, in particular, to designs of Chapters 2 and 3. This motivates 
us to consider standard nested row-column designs in relation to  two dimensional 
designs for correlated observations. In addition, nested row-column designs have 
applications in the situations where there are more sources of variation than can 
be controlled by ordinary blocking. Such sources of variation may make a signif­
icant contribution to the variability in the experimental material, and should be 
controlled, whenever possible. These designs can be viewed as a generalization 
of lattice square designs. The remainder of this dissertation will be devoted to 
block designs with nested rows and columns.
Block designs with nested rows and columns are designs for v treatments in
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b blocks of size k  =  pq, where each block is composed of p rows and q columns. 
Two important subclasses of these designs are balanced and partially balanced 
incomplete block designs with nested rows and columns. In this chapter we 
consider only the balanced designs, for which
(a) a treatm ent occurs at most once in each block,
(b) each treatm ent occurs in r  blocks, and (4.1)
(c) pqrlv -  pN iN [ -  qN2N \ +  N N ' =  a lv -  A Jv .
Here I v is the v x v identity matrix, Jv is the v x  v matrix of l ’s, JVj, N 2, 
and N  are respectively the treatment-row, treatment-column and treatment- 
block incidence matrices, and a and A are integers. Balanced incomplete block 
design with nested rows and columns will be denoted by B IB R C (v ,b ,r ,p ,q ,\) ,  
or B IB R C  for short. These designs were introduced by Singh and Dey (1979) 
for the elimination of heterogeneity in two directions within each block.
The analysis is based on the following additive linear model :
=/* +  & + Pi j  + H i  +  + 6*,-A»
where is the response obtained from the (ty,*j)-th cell of the t-th block, p
is the general mean, & is the effect of the i-th block, p i -  is the effect of the j- th
row in the *-th block, 7 ,-, is the effect of the 1-th  column in the i-th  block, r  is 
the effect for the treatm ent applied to plot (i j , i i ) and the e’s are uncorrelated 
errors with zero expectation and variance a 2.
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The information m atrix for estimating treatm ent effects with an equirepli- 
cate design, after eliminating the effects of rows, columns and blocks, is
C = r lv -  N xN [lq  -  N 2N'2/p  +  N N '/{pq)  (4.2)
Condition (c) of (4.1) says tha t the C-matrix in (4.2) for estimation of treatm ent 
contrasts has the same form as that of an ordinary balanced incomplete block 
design (in the absence of nested rows and columns); hence the balance. Further 
details of analysis and related discussions can be found in the original paper 
by Singh and Dey (1979) (also see John (1987), Dey (1987)). Constructions 
have been given by Singh and Dey (1979), Street (1981), Agrawal and Prasad 
(1982, 1983) and Cheng (1986). In section 4.2 we present a new technique for 
the construction of B IB R C  designs, based on the method of differences, that 
takes advantage of the fact tha t if p =  q a sufficient condition for (c) to  hold is 
tha t both [NU N 2) and N  are incidence matrices for balanced incomplete block 
designs.
For vectors a and b of lengths rt\ and n 2 respectively, we shall continue to 
use B(a,b) to  denote a n \  x n 2 array whose (i,j)- th  element is equal to the sum 
of the i-th element of a and the j- th  element of b. R(a, b) will be used to denote 
the vector list (by vector list is meant a vector considered as a list of elements, 
so tha t two vector lists are considered equal if one is a permutation of the other) 
whose elements are obtained by adding the elements of a to the elements of 6.
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Also 1+ yA  will be used to denote {1 +  yz\z  6  A}.
4 . 2 .  C o n s t r u c t io n  o f  B I B R C  D e s ig n s .
The construction method may be summarized as follows.
CONSTRUCTION. Let G be an abelian group o f order v. Suppose that we can 
find two sets o f vectors bi , . . . ,  bm and b[ ,. . . ,b 'm on G which are 
m-supplementary difference sets of B I B  designs, i.e.
(i) each bj has p distinct elements of G and each &'■ has q distinct elements of 
G, and
(ii) each nonzero element o f G occurs mp(p — l ) / ( v  — 1) times among the sym­
metric differences arising from the b j’s and mq(q — l ) / (v  — 1) times among 
the symmetric differences arising from the b'- ’s.
Suppose further that
(iii) the m  vectors Ri = R(di,d[) are together composed of
X =  mpq(p — 1) (q — l) /{v  — 1) occurrences of each nonzero element of  
G, where di and d\ are the vectors o f symmetric differences corresponding 
to bi and b[ respectively.
Then there exists a B IB R C (v ,b ,r ,p ,q ,X ) design with b =  mv, r — mpq, p, q, 
and X.
PROOF: Define m  initial p x q blocks Bi = B (6t-, 6J). These m  blocks, when
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developed, give our design. By (i) and (ii), N i  and N 2 are incidence matrices 
of B I B  designs. The symmetric differences arising from Bi are q copies of dt- 
(from columns), p copies of d,[ (from rows), and the elements of i?, (all diagonal 
differences), so by (ii) and (iii), N  is the incidence matrix of a B I B  design. This 
completes the proof. □
Example 4.1. For v = 19 and G = Z 19 write 61 =  (0,2,3,14), 62 =  (0 ,4 ,6 ,9), 
63 =  (0,1,7,11), b[ = (0,6,10), b'2 = (0,1,12), and b'z =  (0,2,5). The initial 
blocks are
- 0 6 10- -0 1 12- - 0 2 5 '
B(b1,b'1) = 23
8 12 









.14 1 5 . .9 10 2 . .11 13 16.
A BIBRC(19, 57, 36, 4, 3,12) is found by successively adding 0 , . . . ,  18 (mod 19) 
to  the initial blocks.
If p = q, it is sufficient for (ii) tha t the 2mp(p — 1) combined symmetric 
differences from the 6t ’s and 6(’s are balanced, a fact which is taken advantage 
of in section 3 below.
Applying this technique we obtain several infinite series of designs as pre­
sented in the following Theorems and corollaries. In all cases G will be taken as 
the finite field GFV with primitive element x.
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THEOREM 4 .1 . Let v =  2tm  +  1 be a prime power and write x Ui =  1 — xmt.
(a) I f  there exists a positive integer u ^  (w» -  U j )  (mod m) for i , j  =
then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  mv, r =  4m t2, p = q = 2t, and 
A =  2t(2t -  l ) 2.
(b) I f  there exists a positive integer u ^  ±U{, (U{—Uj) (mod m) fo r i , j  =
then there exists a B I B R C  with b = mv, r = m(2t +  l ) 2, p  =  q =  2t +  1, 
and A =  2t{2t +  l ) 2.
(c) I f  there exists a positive integer u ^  «t> («i — uj) (mod m) for i , j  =  1, . . . ,  t, 
then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  mv, r = 2m t(2t + l) ,  p =  2t, q = 2t + l ,  
and A =  2t(2t +  l){2t — 1).
PROOF: (a) Let &i =  (x ° ,x m, . . .  ,x (2t-1)m), bi =  xt - 16i,
6i  =  (xu ,x m+u, . . . , x ( 2<- 1)m+u), and 6(- =  x * " ^ .  Sprott (1954) has shown 
that b i , . . . , b m (and hence b[,.. . ,b 'm) are m-supplementary difference sets for a 
B I B D  for which dx =  6j. <g> (1 +  x°, 1 ±  xm, . . . ,  1 ±  Using x tm = - 1
we obtain 1 +  x tm = x*m(l — x(f_t)m) =  Xtm+Ut~i so that 
d\ =  6i where w =  (xUl,x Ul, . . . , x Ut_1,x Ul_l,x Ut).
Now Ri = iZ(di,d{) =  x ^ R i d u d ’y) = x i~ 1R{d1, x ttd1), so 
{ R i , . . . , R m} =  (x0, ! 1, . . . , ! ”*-1 ) ® R {d \ ,x ud\). Using
R (xnib i ,x n2bi) =  xn i6i® ( l+ x n2- n i&i) (which can be verified easily), we obtain 
R {d \ ,x ud\) = {wjbi <8> (1 +  u i u ^ 1x ubi) \ j , l  — 1 , . . .  , 2t  — 1}, Uj being the
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j - th  component of w. Since (x ° ,x 1, . . . ,  xm_1) 0  bi = G — {0}, condition (iii) is 
satisfied and the proof is completed.
(b) Adjoin 0 to the V s  and £>(•’s in the proof of (a).
(c) Adjoin 0 to the 6(’s in the proof of (a). □
The conditions on u are needed to give d{ n d[ =  0, insuring the binary 
property (i.e. a treatm ent occurs at most once in each block). Sufficient (but 
often not necessary) conditions for the existence of u , and hence the designs of 
Theorem 1, are m  > t{t — 1) +  2, m  > t{t +  1) +  2, and m  > t2 +  2 for (a), (b), 
and (c) respectively.
The following two corollaries illustrate the application of this theorem. Note 
tha t the sufficient conditions are not necessary in corollaries 4.1(b), 4.2(a), and 
4.2(c).
COROLLARY 4 .1 . Let v =  4m +  1 be a prime power.
(a) I f  m  > 4, then there exists a B I B R C  with b = v(v — l) /4 , r  =  4(v — 1), 
p = q =  4, and X =  36.
(b) I f  m >  7, then there exists a B I B R C  with b — v(v — l ) /4 , 
r = 25(v — l) /4 , p =  q =  5, and X = 100.
(c) I f  m  > 6, then there exists a B I B R C  with b = v(v — l) /4 , r  =  5(u — 1), 
p = 4, q =  5, and X =  60.
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Agrawal & Prasad (1982, 1983) have constructed 4 x 4  designs with the 
same r  and prime power v — 16m +  1, and with r  =  8(v — 1) for prime power 
v =  2m +  1. Similar comparisons for the 4 x 5  and 5 x 5  designs may be made
to the results of Agrawal & Prasad (1982,1983) and Street (1981) : in each case
our series are for smaller r  or a less sparse series of v.
C O R O L L A R Y  4 . 2 .  Let v = sn be an odd prime power.
(a) I f  n  > 2, then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  sn (sn — l ) / ( s  — 1), r = 
(s — l) ( sn — 1), p = q = s — 1, and  A =  (s — l)(s  — 2)2.
(b) I f n >  3, then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  s ri(sre — l ) / ( s  — 1), 
r =  s2(sn — l ) / ( s  — 1), p = q =  s, and A =  (s — l) s 2.
(c) I f  n  > 2, then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  sn (sn — l )/(s — 1), r =
s(sn — 1), p =  s — 1, q — s, and A =  s(s — l)(s  — 2).
Corollary 4.2 follows upon taking m  =  (sn — l) / ( s  — 1), in which case u,- =  0
(mod m) for every i. The condition n > 3 in (b) is required to  give incomplete 
blocks.
T H E O R E M  4 . 2 .  Let v — 2 tm  +  1 be a prime power where t > 1  is odd, and 
write xu< =  1 — x2mt.
(a) I f  there exists a positive integer u ^  {u{ — Uj) (mod m) for i , j  =  1 , . . . ,  (t — 
l ) / 2 ,  then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  mv, r =  m t2, p =  q =  t, and
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A =  f * ( i - 1 ) 2.
(b) I f  there exists a positive integer u =£ ±Ui,(ui — Uj) (mod m) for i , j  =
1, . . . , ( t  — 1)/2 , then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  mv, r =  m(t  +  l ) 2, 
p =  q = t +  1, and A = \ t ( t  +  l ) 2.
(c) I f  there exists a  positive integer u ^  u,-, («»—«y) (m odm ) fo r i , j  =  1 , . ,  ( f -  
l ) / 2, then there exists a  B I B R C  with b = m v ,r  = m t( t+ 1), p =  t, q = t + 1, 
and A =  | t ( t 2 — 1)-
PROOF: Here we prove (b) first. Let b\ = (0,x° , x 2m, . . . ,  x^2t~2^m) = (0,bi). 
The symmetric differences arising from b\ are the nonzero elements of B (6i , —&i). 
Hence d\ =  <g> (±x°, 1 +  xm , 1 +  x 3m, . . . ,  1 +
1 +  x(*+2)m, 1 +  x(*+4)m, . . . ,  1 +  x(2t-1)m) (also see Sprott, 1954). Using xtm — 
—1, and for odd i, 1 +  xim = xtm+u<t- ‘)/2, gives
di =  (x°,xm,. . . ,a ; ( 2t-1 m̂) ® (x ° ,sUl, . . .  ,x U(*-l)/2) =  (&i,xm&i) ® w, say. Tak­
ing bi = xl_ 16i and 6(- =  xu + t-1&i, i — 1, . . .  ,m  it is easily seen tha t each of rows 
and columns will be B IB D s .  The diagonal differences are Ri =  x L~ l R ( d \ ,x ud\) 
for i  =  1 , . . . ,  m. Upon noting that (6£, xm6j) is the bi of Theorem 1, we obtain 
R (d i, xud i) =  [uj(b\, xmi>i) ® {1 +  uiujJ  1 xu(6i , x mbi)} | j , £ =  1, . . . ,  (t +  1) / 2], so 
{ R i , . .. ,R m} =  (x0,x 1, . . . , s m-1) ® R ( d i ,x udi) is a balanced list.
(a) Delete 0 from the V s  and b'^s in the proof of (b).
(c) Delete 0 from the 6, ’s in the proof of (b). □
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Sufficient conditions for the existence of u in (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem
4 . 2  a r e  m  > \ { t  -  l ) ( f  -  3 )  +  2 ,  m  > \ { t 2 -  1 )  +  2 ,  a n d  m  > \ { t  -  l ) 2 +  2  
r e s p e c t i v e l y .
Three corollaries are presented as applications of Theorem 4.2. In section
4.3 it will be shown how, under certain conditions, the number of blocks in the 
first two theorems may be reduced.
C O R O L L A R Y  4 . 3 .  Let v = 6 m  +  1  be a  prime power.
(a) I f  m  > 2, then there exists B I B R C  with b =  v(v — l ) / 6 , r  =  3(u — l)/2 , 
p = q = 3, and A =  6 .
(b) I f m >  4, then there exists a B I B R C  with b = v(v — l ) / 6, r =  8 (v — l) /3 , 
p — q — 4, and X — 24.
(c) I f  m  > 3, then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  v(v — l ) / 6, r =  2(v — 1), 
p =  3, q =  4, and A =  12.
The 4 x 4’s constructed here may be compared to those of corollary 4.1 
and the previously mentioned designs of Agrawal Sc Prasad (1982,1983). Designs 
with the same parameters as the 3 x 3  and 3 x 4  series are constructed by Street 
(1981), but for m  > 3 and m >  4, respectively.
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COROLLARY 4 . 4 .  Let v =  1 0 m  +  1 be a prime power.
(a) I f m >  4, then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  v(v — l ) / 10, 
r  =  5(u — l ) / 2, p =  <7 =  5, and A = 40.
(b) I f m >  7, then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  u(u — 1)/ 10, 
r  =  18(d — l) /5 , p =  q =  6 , and A =  90.
fcj I f m >  6, then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  v(v — 1) / 10, 
r  =  3(u — 1), p =  5, <7 =  6 , and A =  60.
COROLLARY 4 .5 . Let v = sn (n > 2) be an odd prime power, and 
s = 4a + 3.
(a) I f  a >  1, then there exists a B I B R C  with b = sn (sre — l) / ( s  — 1),
r  =  (sn — l)(s  — l) /4 , p =  q =  (s — l ) / 2 , and A =  (s — 3)2(s — 1)/16.
(b) I f  a >  0, then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  s"(sn — l ) / ( s  — 1), 
r  =  (s +  l ) 2(sn -  l)/{4 (s  -  1)}, p =  q =  (s +  l) /2 , and
A =  (s +  l ) 2(s — 1)/16.
(c) I f  a >  1, then there exists a B I B R C  with b = sn(sn — 1 )/(s  — 1), 
r  =  (s +  l) ( sn -  l) /4 , p = (s -  l) /2 , q =  (s +  l) /2 , and
A =  (s2 — l)(s  — 3)/16.
Combining the constructions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 gives
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THEOREM 4 .3 . Let v — 2tm  + 1  be a prime power where t > 1 is odd and write 
x u• =  1 -  x mi.
(a) I f  there exists a positive integer u  ̂  (u2i — uy) (mod m) for
i  =  1,. . . , ( t  — l) /2  and j  =  1 then there exists a B I B R C  with
b =  m v, r  =  2m t2, p = t, q =  2f, and X — t(t -  1)(2i — 1).
(b) If tbere exists a positive integer u ^  u 2t-, («2t -  wy) (mod m) for
i =  1 , . . . ,  (f — l) /2  and j  =  l , . . . , t ,  then there exists a B I B R C  with
b — mv, r  =  m f(2f +  1), p — t, q =  2t +  1, and A =  t(t — l) (2f +  1).
(c) I f  there exists a positive integer u ^  -u y , (ii2t -  «y) (mod m) for
i =  1, . . . , (t — l) /2  and j  =  l , . . . , t ,  tben there exists a B I B R C  with 
b = mv, r =  2m f(t +  1), p  =  f +  1, <7 =  2t, and A =  t(t +  l)(2 t — 1).
(d) I f  there exists a positive integer u ^  u 2{, —vy, («2t ~  uj) (mod m) for
i =  1 , . . . ,  (t — l) /2  and j  =  l , . . . , f ,  then there exists a B I B R C  with 
b =  mv, r =  m(f +  l) (2f + 1), p = t + 1, q = 2t + 1 , and A =  t(t +  l) (2t +  1).
PROOF: In each case take the 6j’s from Theorem 4.2 and the 6'-’s from 
Theorem 4.1 . □
Sufficient conditions for the existence of u in (a)-(d) of Theorem 4.3 are 
m  > | ( t  — l )2 +  2, m > | t ( t  — 1) +  2, m >  | ( t 2 +  5), and m  > | t ( t  +  1) +  2, 
respectively.
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All of the designs given in this section also serve as nested balanced incom­
plete block designs as defined by Preece (1967).
4 . 3 .  D e s i g n s  w i t h  f e w e r  r e p l i c a t e s
In this section we turn  our attention to reducing the number of blocks for 
sub-series of the Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 designs.
THEOREM 4 .4 . Let v =  4tm  +  1 be a prime power and write x Ui =  1 — x2mt.
(a) I fu i  — Uj ^  m  (mod 2m) for i , j  = 1 , . . . ,  t, then there exists a B I B R C  with 
b =  mv, r =  4m t2, p =  q = 2t, and X = t(2t — l ) 2.
(b) I f  U{, U{ — U j ^ m  (mod 2m) for i , j  =  1 , . . .  , t ,  then there exists a B I B R C
with b = mv, r = m (2t +  l ) 2, p = q = 2t + 1, and X =  t[2t +  l ) 2.
PROOF: ( a )  I n  T h e o r e m  4 . 1 ( a )  w r i t e  v  =  2 t m o  +  1  w h e r e  m o  =  2 m ;  i t  w i l l  
b e  s h o w n  t h a t  w i t h  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  t h i s  t h e o r e m  a n d  p r o p e r  c h o ic e  o f  u ,  
i t  is  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  u s e  j u s t  t h e  f i r s t  m  i n i t i a l  b l o c k s  g i v e n  t h e r e .  W i t h  & i  =  
( x 0 , x 2 m , . . . , z ( 4 t - 2 ) m )  t a k e  b i  =  x t —1 6 1 , b \  =  { x m , x 3 m , . . . ,  x^4 t ~ ^ m ) ,  a n d  
=  x t ~ 1b'1 ( i . e .  t a k e  u  =  m  =  m o / 2  i n  T h e o r e m  4 . 1 ( a ) ) ,  i  =  1 ,  T h e n
d \  — b i  <g) ( x 7 , x ^ , x U t )  w h e r e  x ' 1 =  ( x U l , . . .  , x U t~ 1 ) ,  s o  t h e  6,-’ s  a n d  6 ( ’ s  a r e  t o ­
g e t h e r  a  2 m - s u p p l e m e n t a r y  d i f f e r e n c e  s e t ,  w h i c h  b y  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  o n  t h e  u y ’ s 
s a t i s f y  d,- n  d [  =  0 .
The diagonal differences are { R \ , . . . ,  R m} =  ( x ° ,  x 1, . . . ,  x m - 1 )(g i
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R ( d i ,x mdi). Now R (d i ,x mdi) can be written as four copies of R u ,  two copies
of each of R i2 and R 2\, and one copy of R 22, where
R 11 — R fe '1 ® bi , ! ' 1 ® xm6i) , R 12 =  R{xUtb i ,x '1 ® x mbi),
R 21 = R (x^  ® 61,x Ut+m6i) and R 22 = R (x Utb i ,x Ut+mb1). Factor these as 
follows, using R (x nib i ,x n2bi)=xnibi ® (1 +  x n2~nib{) and xmbi=x~mbi=b>1:
R 11 = [x*i{R{bu x''*-**+mb1) ,x mR{z't*-u* -mb1,b 1) } \ i < l = h ~ ; t - l ]
=  {ztt' ( 6i,&i) ® (1 +  <  t  =  1, . . .  , t  -  1},
R i 2 =  {xUtbi ® (1 + xu’ - Utb,1)\j =  1, — ,< -  1},
R 2i = {xUtb[ ® (1 +  x ui~ Utb,1)\j = l , . .. , t  -  1}, and R 22 = x Utbi ® (1 -f b[).
Since (x ° ,x 1, . . . , x m~ 1) ® =  GFV — {0}, (x°, x 1, . . . ,  x"1-1) ® R n  is a
balanced list, as is (x ^ x 1, . .. ,x m_1) ® ( ^ 125-^21)* The proof is complete if 
(x°, x1, . . . ,  xm_1) ® bi ® (l+6 'i) is a  balanced list, which will be the case provided
the elements of 1 +  6̂  =  1 +  x mbx can be partitioned into t pairs of the form
xqi , x qi+kiTn i = 1 , . . .  , i  where k{ is odd. One such partition is
1 +  xm, 1 +  x*4* -1)”1 =  x(4t" 1)m(l +  x m)
1 +  x3m, 1 +  x(4t" 3)m =  x(4t~3)m(l +  x3m)
1 +  x ( 2 < - l ) m 5 J  +  x (2t + l ) m  =  x ( 2 +  x ( 2 t - l ) m y
(b) Adjoin 0 to the V s  and 6j ’s in (a). □
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As an example of Theorem 4.4, t =  2 gives 4 x 4  blocks with r =  2(v — 1), 
and 5 x 5  blocks with r  =  25(u -  l ) / 8, for v =  8m +  1 a prime power (compare 
corollary 4.1). For v <  500 the conditions fail to hold for v =  81, and for v =  289 
in the 5 x 5  case. Setting t =  3, the conditions for v — 12m + 1  in 6 x 6 and 7 x 7  
blocks also fail for two values of v < 500 : v =  37 in 6 x 6 blocks, and v =  169. 
Corresponding to  corollary 4.2 we have
COROLLARY 4 .6 . Let v =  sn be an odd prime power where n is even.
(a) I f  n > 2, then there exists a B I B R C  with b =  sn(sn — l)/{2 (s  — 1)}, 
r =  (s -  l) ( sn -  l ) / 2, p =  q =  s -  1, and A =  (s -  2)2(s -  l ) / 2.
(b) I f  n > 4, then there exists a B I B R C  with b = sn(sn — l)/{2 (s  — 1)},
r — s 2(sn — l) /{2 (s  — 1)}, p = q = s, and A =  s 2(s — l ) / 2.
THEOREM 4 .5 . Let V =  Atm +  1 be a prime power where t >  1 is odd and
write xUi =  1 — x4mt.
(a) I f  Ui — uj ^  m  (mod 2m) for i , j  =  1 , . . . ,  (f — l) /2 , then there exists a 
B I B R C  with b =  m v, r =  m t2, p — q = t, and A = t(t — 1)2/4.
( b )  I f  Ui, U{ — Uj ^  m  (mod 2m) for i , j  =  1, . . . ,  (i — l ) / 2 ,  then there exists a 
B I B R C  with b  —  m v, r — m(t +  l ) 2 , p  =  q  =  t  + - 1 ,  a n d  A  =  t(t +  l ) 2 / 4 .
PROOF: Theorem 4.5 stands in relation to Theorem 4.2 as Theorem 4.4 to 
Theorem 1, and the proof is similar. The initial blocks axe B (6t-,6() where for
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(a), bi = (x ° ,x 4m, . . . , x 4^  1)m), bi =  xx 16i, and =  xm+t *61, and for (b), 
0 is adjoined to  the 6,-’s and 6(’s of (a). □
C O R O L L A R Y  4 . 7 .  Let v =  1 2 m  - f  1  b e  a  prime power.
(a) There exists a B I B R C  with b = v ( v - 1)/12, r  =  3(v - 1)/4, p =  q =  3, and 
A = 3.
(b) I f m >  2, then there exists a  B I B R C  with b =  v(v — l ) / 1 2 ,  
r =  4{v — l) /3 , p — q = 4, and A =  12.
P R O O F :  The proof of (a) is immediate from Theorem 4 . 5  since there is only a 
single U{. For (b) the condition is ui  ^  m  (mod 2m) where x Ul = 1 — x 4m. If 
this fails take the 6, ’s as given in the Theorem, but 6J =  xb{. Then 
di = (x°,x2m, . . . , x 10m) ® (x°,xm), showing tha t the rows and columns will 
each be B IB D s .  Now Ri =  x*~l iZ(di,xdi) simplifies to
x l~ l (x ° ,xm, . . .  ,x llm ) ® (1 +  x, 1 +  xm+1, . . . , l  +  x llm+1) and the diagonal 
differences are balanced as well. □
C O R O L L A R Y  4 . 8 .  I f  v = 2 Om +  1 (m > 2 )  is a prime power, then there exists 
a  B I B R C  with b = v(v -  l ) / 2 0 ,  r = 5(v -  l ) / 4 ,  p =  q =  5 ,  and A =  2 0 .
P R O O F :  The condition is 6 = U2 — u \  ^  m  (mod 2m) where x s — 1 +  x4m. If 
this fails take the 6,-’s as given in Theorem 4 . 5  but b[ = xbi. The proof follows 
easily upon noting tha t x~Uldi =  (x°,xm,x 2m,x 3m) ® bi. □
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The conditions for v =  20m +  1 in 6 x 6 blocks fail twice for v < 500
(v =  41,61). Corollaries 4.7 and 4.8 should be compared to  corollaries 4.3 and
4.4, respectively. We also have (compare corollary 4.5),
C O R O L L A R Y  4 . 9 .  Let v =  s n be an odd prime power where n is even, and 
s = 4a  +  3 (a >  1). There exist B I B R C s  with
(a) b = s n(sn — l ) /{ 2(s -  1)}, r  =  (s -  l ) ( s n -  l ) / 8, p = q = (s -  l ) / 2, and
A =  (s — 3)2(s — l)/32 , and
(b) b = s n(sn -  l ) /{ 2 (s -  1)}, r =  (a +  l ) 2(sB -  1) / ( 8(s -  1)}, 
p = q = (s +  l ) / 2, and A =  (s +  l ) 2(s — l)/32 .
Finally, we note tha t stricter conditions on the u,-’s can for a given v, p, and 
q, give designs with yet smaller r than obtained in Theorems 4.1-4.5, or designs 
tha t cannot be constructed by those theorems. Unfortunately such conditions 
are often not satisfied. One example worthy of note is for v = 169 and p =  q = 4 
(compare corollary 4.7) where r =  112 is attained by using the fact tha t u \ = m  
(mod 2m). The required vectors are bi = (0 ,x ° ,x 56, x 112), bi = x 2t~2bi, and 
=  xbi, i = 1, . . . ,  7. For v =  169 in 6 x 6 blocks (Theorem 4.4 fails) take 
bi — (x ° ,x 28, . . . , x 140), b{ = x 2t~2b\, and 6J =  x3bi, i =  1 , . . . ,  14; for 7 x 7 
blocks adjoin 0 to each of these vectors. For v = 289 in 5 X 5 blocks (again 
Theorem 4.4 fails) take bi =  (0,x°, x 72, x 144, x 216), bi =  x 2t~2b\, and b\ =  x 7bi,
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i =  1, . . . ,36. We have not been able to get designs for v =  41 or 61 in 6 x 6 
blocks by these techniques (see following corollary 4.8).
Table 4.1 lists the designs constructed in this chapter for v < 101 and 
3 <  P <  The series of 2 x 2 designs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 have the same 
r  as those constructed by Agrawal Sc Prasad (1982, 1983), and Theorem 4.1 
gives 2 x 3’s with the same r  as Agrawal & Prasad (1983, Theorem 5), so those 
designs are not included. Only the construction with the smallest r  is given, and 
rm is the smallest replication for given v, p, and q the author has found in the 
literature (including this work). Sources are listed for designs with replications 
less than or equal to that constructed here; of the 149 designs in this range, 80 
appear to be new. The sources are P  for Preece (1967), SD2  for Theorem 2 of 
Singh Sc Dey (1979), 56 for Theorem 6 of Street (1981), A P I  , AP2, and APA 
for Theorems 1, 2, and 4 of Agrawal Sc Prasad (1982), AP5  for Theorem 5 of 
Agrawal Sc Prasad (1983), I J  for Ipinyomi Sc John (1985), and C l  for Theorem 
2.1 of Cheng (1986). Cheng’s result combines a B I B D  with a B I B R C  to give a 
new B I B R C ,  both row-column designs having the same v\ when the referenced 
design does not explicitly appear in his paper, the dimensions p x q  of the required 
initial B I B R C  are listed in parentheses, as well as a source if tha t design does 
not appear in this table. An extensive list of B IB D s  is available in Mathon Sc 
Rosa (1985).
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Table 4.1. Constructed B IB R C s  for v < 101
V V 9 r
11 3 3 45
13 3 3 9
17 3 3 36
17 4 4 32
19 3 3 27
19 3 4 36
23 3 3 99
25 3 3 18
25 3 4 48
25 4 4 32
25 3 6 72
25 4 5 120
25 3 7 84
27 3 3 117
29 3 3 63
29 4 4 112
29 4 5 140
29 5 5 175
31 3 3 45
31 3 4 60
31 4 4 80
31 3 6 90
31 3 7 105
37 3 3 27
37 3 4 72
37 4 4 48
rm Method
45 T h l
9 Thh
36 ThA
32 T h  4
9 Th2
36 T h 2





12 T h l
84 ThZ
52 T h l
63 ThA
112 T h l
140 T h l



















56, C7l(P, 3x5) 
A P I
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Table 4.1. (continued)
V P 9 r r m Method Source
37 3 6 108 108 ThZ A P A ,S 6
37 4 5 180 180 T h l -
37 3 7 126 126 ThZ —
37 4 6 144 144 ThZ —
37 5 5 225 225 T h l —
37 4 7 168 168 ThZ —
41 3 3 90 90 ThA —
41 4 4 80 80 ThA SD2
41 4 5 200 40 T h l A P I
41 5 5 50 50 ThZ —
43 3 3 63 63 Th2 56, C l(A P 2 ,3 x 7 )
43 3 4 84 84 Th2 56, C l(A P 2 ,3 x 7 )
43 4 4 112 112 Th2 —
43 3 6 126 126 ThZ 56, C l (3x7)
43 3 7 147 21 ThZ AP2
43 4 6 168 168 ThZ C l(A P l ,6 x 7 )
43 4 7 196 196 ThZ —
47 3 3 207 207 T h l APZ
49 3 3 36 36 ThZ —
49 3 4 96 48 Th2 A P I
49 4 4 64 64 ThZ —
49 3 6 144 144 ThZ 56
49 4 5 240 240 T h l —
49 3 7 168 48 ThZ C l(4x7)
49 4 6 192 96 ThZ C l(4x7)
49 5 5 150 150 ThA —
49 4 7 224 16 ThZ C l
49 6 6 144 144 ThA C l (6x7)
49 6 7 336 24 T h l C l
53 3 3 117 117 ThA —
53 4 4 208 208 T h l C l(A P l,4 x l3 )
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Table 4.1. (continued)
V P 9 r r m Method Source
53 4 5 260 260 T h l —
53 5 5 325 325 T h l —
59 3 3 261 261 T h l AP5
61 3 3 45 45 Th5 —
61 3 4 120 60 Th2 A P I
61 4 4 80 80 Th5 S D 2
61 3 6 180 180 ThZ 56
61 4 5 300 60 T h l A P I
61 3 7 210 210 ThZ 56
61 4 6 240 240 ThZ (71(5x6)
61 5 5 75 75 Th5 —
61 4 7 280 280 ThZ —
61 5 6 180 60 Th2 A P I
61 6 6 180 180 ThA —
61 6 7 420 420 T h l —
61 7 7 245 245 Th4 —
67 3 3 99 99 Th2 56
67 3 4 132 132 Th2 56
67 4 4 176 176 Th2 —
67 3 6 198 198 ThZ 5 6 ,C l(A P 2 ,3 x ll )
67 3 7 231 231 ThZ 56
67 4 6 264 264 ThZ —
67 4 7 308 308 ThZ —
67 6 6 396 396 T h l C l( A P l ,6 x l l )
67 6 7 462 462 T h l —
67 7 7 539 539 T h l —
71 3 3 315 315 T h l APS, C l(5 6 ,3x7)
71 5 5 175 175 Th2 56
71 5 6 210 210 Th2 56, (71(AP2,5x7)
71 6 6 252 252 Th2 —
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Table 4.1. (continued)
V P 9 r r m Method Source
73 3 3 54 36 ThZ SD2
73 3 4 144 72 T h 2 A P I
73 4 4 96 96 ThZ —
73 3 6 216 216 ThZ APA, S 6
73 4 5 360 360 T h l —
73 3 7 252 252 ThZ S 6
73 4 6 288 288 ThZ APA
73 5 5 225 225 ThA —
73 4 7 336 336 ThZ —
73 6 6 216 216 ThA —
73 6 7 504 504 T h l —
73 7 7 294 294 ThA —
79 3 3 117 117 T h 2 S 6
79 3 4 156 156 T h 2 S 6 ,C l(A P 2 ,3 x l3 )
79 4 4 208 208 T h 2 —
79 3 6 234 234 ThZ S 6
79 3 7 273 273 ThZ S 6
79 4 6 312 312 ThZ —
79 4 7 364 364 ThZ —
79 6 6 468 468 T h l —
79 6 7 546 546 T h l —
79 7 7 637 637 T h l —
81 3 3 180 40 ThA SD2
81 4 4 320 80 T h l SD2
81 4 5 400 80 T h l A P I
81 5 5 100 100 ThZ —
81 5 6 240 240 T h 2 S 6
81 6 6 144 144 ThZ -
81 5 10 400 400 ThZ
81 5 11 440 440 ThZ —
81 6 10 480 480 ThZ —
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Table 4.1. (continued)
V P 7 r r  m Method Source
81 8 8 320 320 T M C l (8x9)
81 6 11 528 528 ThZ —
81 8 9 720 40 T h l C l
83 3 3 369 369 T h l AP5
89 3 3 198 198 Th4 —
89 4 4 176 176 Th4 —
89 4 5 440 440 T h l C1{AP1,
89 5 5 275 275 Th4 —
97 3 3 72 72 T M —
97 3 4 192 96 Th2 A P I
97 4 4 128 128 T M —
97 3 6 288 288 T M 56
97 4 5 480 480 T h l —
97 3 7 336 336 T M 56
97 4 6 384 384 T M AP4
97 5 5 300 300 T M —
97 4 7 448 448 T M —
97 6 6 288 288 T M —
97 6 7 672 672 T h l —
97 7 7 392 392 T M —
97 8 8 384 384 T M —
97 8 9 864 864 T h l —
97 9 9 486 486 T M —
101 3 3 225 225 T M —
101 4 4 400 400 T h l C l(4 x 5 )
101 4 5 500 100 T h l A P I
101 5 5 125 125 T M —
101 5 6 300 300 Th2 56
101 6 6 180 180 T M —
101 5 10 500 500 T M A P 4 ,56
101 5 11 550 550 T M —
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Chapter 5
Partially balanced nested row-column designs
5 . 1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N
Chapter 4 dealt with the construction of B I B R C 's. A general method 
for the construction of B I B R C  designs was developed there. Unfortunately 
the series of designs obtained by the construction were limited to prime power 
numbers for the treatments, as were those of Singh & Dey (1979), Street(1981), ■* 
Agrawal and Prasad (1982a, 1983) and-Cheag'-(i§86). It would be desirable to 
have nested row-column designs for as many v as possible, and where possible, 
to reduce the number of replications, though a price must be paid in terms of 
balance to achieve this goal.
The C-matrix for a balanced incomplete block design with nested rows and 
columns as given in Chapter 4, has the same form as that of an ordinary balanced
88
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incomplete block design (in the absence of nested rows and columns); hence 
the balance. An obvious alternative to requiring balance is to obtain nested 
row-column designs with partial balance in a manner directly analogous to the 
generalization from balanced to partially balanced incomplete block designs. De­
fine an n-class partially balanced incomplete block design with nested rows and 
columns as a nested row-column design for which the C-matrix (4.2) has the same 
form as tha t of an n-class partially balanced incomplete block design. Hence an 
n-class association scheme is defined on the treatments, and (C),y is constant 
over all pairs of treatments (i, j) which are £-th associates. The analysis and con­
structions of partially balanced incomplete block design with nested rows and 
columns, P B IB R C ,  have been considered by Street(1981), Agrawal and Prasad 
(1982b) and Ipinyomi and John (1985). Some discussion can be found in John 
(1987). In this chapter constructions of P B I B R C  designs based on rectangular, 
Latin square and pseudocyclic association schemes are considered. Several con­
structions for rectangular and Latin square type nested row-column designs are 
given in section 5.2. In section 5.3 the method of differences has been used to 
obtain some families of P B IB R C s  based on the pseudocyclic association scheme. 
For background on partially balanced incomplete block designs and association 
schemes see, for example, Raghavarao (1971).
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5 . 2 .  R e c t a n g u l a r  a n d  L a t i n  s q u a r e  t y p e  d e s i g n s  
W I T H  N E S T E D  R O W S  A N D  C O L U M N S
Definition 5.1 :  Rectangular association scheme. Let v = V 1 V 2  treatments 
be denoted by ordered pairs (a, 0 ), a  =  1, 2, . . . ,  Vi, and
/? =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  v2. Distinct treatm ents (a, ft) and [a! ,fi') are first associates if 
a = a',  second associates if ft =  fi’, and third associates otherwise.
When vi =  v2 the rectangular association scheme reduces to the 
2-associate class Latin square scheme by combining the first and second associate 
classes. Nested row-column designs based on these association schemes will be 
denoted by R T R C (v ,b ,r ,p ,q ) and L SR C (v ,b ,r ,p ,q ),  or by R T R C  and L S R C  
for short.
In constructing R T R C ’s Agrawal & Prasad (1982b) introduce the concept 
of a “series A ” design : a B I B R C  is said to belong to  series A  if each of N \,  N 2, 
and N  is the incidence matrix of a B I B  design. For the purposes of the following 
theorems, say tha t a B I B R C  w ith square blocks (i.e. p—q) belongs to “series B ” 
if both (N i ,N 2) and N  are incidence matrices of B I B D ’s, and to “series A B ” if 
it belongs to both series A  and series B .  Theorems 4.1-4.3 of of Chapter 4 give 
infinite series of designs of series A  and series A B ,  as does Theorem 6 of Street 
(1981). Infinite series of designs belonging to series B  are given by Theorems 4.4 
and 4.5 of Chapter 4. These designs can be combined to construct R T R C ’s and
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L S R C ’s as shown in Theorems 5.1-5.3.
T H E O R E M  5 .1 . I f  there exists a  B IB R C {v \ ,b y ,r i ,p x ,q \)  and a  
B I B R C (v 2, b2, r 2,p2,q2) both belonging to series A, then there exists an 
R T R C (v 1v2,b1b2, r 1r2,p 1p2, Qi92).
P R O O F :  D e n o t i n g  t h e  t w o  B I B R C ’s  b y  Di  a n d  D2, l e t  Ai,  A2, . . . ,  A ^  b e  t h e  
b l o c k s  o f  Di  a n d  C i , C 2 , . . .  , C b 3 b e  t h e  b l o c k s  o f  D 2. F r o m  e a c h  p a i r  Ai, Cj 
f o r m  a  n e w  b l o c k  b y  r e p l a c i n g  (Ai)uw = aiuw b y
{f i iu w 5 cj l l )  (° tu to j cj l 2 )  • ••  (Ot'utojCyiq,2) 1
(Otuiuj cj2l) (° tUUl 9 Cj22) . . .  (fltuttlj cj 2q2)
- (fltuuij cj p 2 l )  ( ° t u u n c j'p22) (Otutm c;p29a) *
where (Cy)jm =  cyjm. We thus get 6x62 blocks of size pxp2 x <7ig2, which are the 
blocks of the R T R C  design.
To see this, let Aj, Aj, and Aj be the number of times tha t a pair of treat­
ments occur respectively in rows, columns, and blocks of D\,  and let A£, X2, and 
Aj be the corresponding numbers in D 2. Among the bib2pip2 rows every pair of 
treatm ents (a,/3) and (a,/3 '), /? ^  (3' occurs together rxA£ times, every pair of 
treatm ents (a, /?) and (a',/3), a  ^  a ' occurs together r2X[ times, and every pair 
of treatments («,/?) and (a',/}1), a  ±  a! , j3 ^  /?' occurs together AJAj times, so 
N i  is the incidence matrix of a rectangular design with treatment concurrence 
numbers r i \ \ ,  r2Aj, and AJA^. Likewise N 2 and N  are incidence matrices of
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rectangular designs with concurrence numbers riAjj, r2Ai, and AJAj, and riA |, 
r2Aj, and A^Aj respectively. Hence our C-matrix has the desired form and the 
proof is complete. □
T H E O R E M  5 . 2 .  I f  there exists a  B IB R C { v x,bx,r x,p,p) belonging to series 
B  and a  B I B R C (v 2,b2, r 2,q,q) belonging to series A B , then there exists an 
R T R C  {v1V2,bxb2, n r 2,pq,pq).
PROOF: Proceed as in Theorem 5.1 with Pi — qi = P, P2 — 92 =  9? the Aj’s 
as the blocks of the series B  design, and the Cy’s as the blocks of the series A B  
design . □
As an example of Theorem 5.2, let the series B  design be the 
B IB R C (5 ,5 ,4 ,2 ,2 )  of Agrawal & Prasad (1982a), and the series A B  design the 
B I B R C ( s 2,s  +  l , s  +  l ,s ,  s) described by Singh & Dey (1979), where 5 is any 
prime power. Then we have a R T R C (5 s2,5(s +  l) ,4 (s  +  l) ,2 s ,2 s ) . Setting 
s — 2 gives a design for 20 treatments in 4 x 4 blocks with 12 replicates; a 
B I B R C (20,b,r, 4,4) must have r a multiple of 76. We also have
COROLLARY 5 .1 . I f  there exists a B IB R C (v ,b ,r ,p ,p )  of series AB, then there 
exists a L S R C (v 2,b2, r 2,p 2,p2).
PROOF: In Theorem 5.1 take the series B  design as the series A B  design. □
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The next result combines a series A  design with an ordinary B I B .
T H E O R E M  5 . 3 .  I f  there exists a  B I B R C  [v,b \,r \ ,p ,q) of series A  and a  
B IB (v ,b 2, r 2, k 2,X2), then there exists a L S R C (v 2, 2bib2, 2r ir2,p ,qk2).
P R O O F :  Let A \ ,  A 2 , . . . ,  A ^  be the blocks of the B I B R C  and 
C 'i,C2, . . . ,C f ,2 the blocks of the B I B .  Let aiuw be the uiu-th element of the 
j-th  block Ai, and Cjh be the h-th element of the j- th  block Cj. Using Cj obtain 
bi blocks by replacing o,{uw by ((otuioj^yi)? (®tuiu>®y2)> • • • > (®iuto?^yfc)) for 
u, and w. Varying j  =  1,2, . . . 62  gives 6162 blocks of size p x qk2. To these 
adjoin another 6162 blocks obtained by replacing (aiuw,Cjh) by (cjh,ctiuw) in the 
former b\b2 blocks. These 26162 blocks give the required design. The derivation 
of counts is straightforward. □
The following corollary is immediate from the above theorem.
C O R O L L A R Y  5 . 2 .  I f  there exists a  B IB R C (v ,b ,r ,p ,q )  of series A, then there 
exists a  L S R C (v 2,2b,2r,p,qv).
Starting with a series A  design as given in corollary 5.2, Theorem 4.2 of 
Agrawal & Prasad (1982b) gives R T R C (v 2, (v — 1)6, (v — 1 )r,p,qv) with 
{v — 1)/2 times the number of replications obtained here. Their construction is 
more flexible, however, in allowing for other than a square number of treatments.
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The last result of this section combines two B I B R C ’s while keeping the 
block size fixed.
T H E O R E M  5 . 4 .  I f  there exists a  B IB R C (v i,b i,r i,p ,q ) for i = 1, 2, then there 
exists a R T R C (v iv 2,b t v2 + b2v i ,r i  + r2,p ,q).
PROOF: Denoting the two B I B R C ’s by D i  and D 2, let A \, A 2, . . . ,  Ab, be the 
blocks of D i, and C \, C2, . . . ,  Cb2 be the blocks of D 2, A{ =  (atulu), Cj = ( C j u w ). 
Using Ai form v2 blocks Aih =  (h,a,iuw), h = 1,2, . . . , v 2, (/i, a ,ut0) being the 
(u,w )-th element of Aih.. Similary using Cj form Vi blocks C j8 =  (cjuw,s ), 
s =  1 ,2 , . . . ,« i. The resulting biv2 +  62 1̂ blocks give the desired design.
Let /? and /?' be any two distinct symbols of D \. Then, by construction, 
the number of times tha t (h,/3) and occur together in rows, columns, and
blocks arising from D i is equal to the number of times tha t /? and j3' occur 
together respectively in rows, columns, and blocks of D \. That is, counts for 
first associate pairs of treatments in the blocks arising from D \ are the same as 
the counts for the B IB R C  D \. Similar results hold for second associate pairs 
(a, s) and (a', s) in the blocks arising from D 2, where a and a 1 are two distinct 
symbols of D 2. The proof is completed upon noting tha t no first associate pair of 
treatments occurs in the blocks arising from D 2, no second associate pair occurs 
in the blocks arising from D \, and the third associate pairs do not occur in any
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block. □
COROLLARY 5 .3 . I f  there exists a B IB R C (v ,b ,r ,p ,q ), then there exists a 
L S R C (v 2 ,2bv,2r,p,q).
PROOF: Take D i = D i in Theorem 5.4. □
For example, the series B I B R C ( v ,v ( v - l ) /4 ,v - l ,  2 ,2) of Agrawal & Prasad 
(1982a) for v = At + 1 a prime power yields the series
L S R C ( v 2 , v 2 ( v  — l) /2 ,2 (v  — 1),2,2) with 2/(v +  1) of the replicates needed for 
a balanced design.
5 . 3 .  P S E U D O C Y C L I C  D E S IG N S  W I T H  N E S T E D  R O W S  A N D  C O L U M N S
Definition 5.2 : Pseudocyclic association scheme. Let the v symbols be de­
noted by the elements of the Galois field GFV, where v =  4e +  1 is a prime 
power. The first associates of y are y +  q \,y  +  q i , .• . ,y  + 9(u-i)/2> where 
9i)? 2>• • ■ >9(«-i)/2 are the distinct quadratic residues of GFV, and the second 
associates of y are the remaining field elements except itself.
By this definition, two symbols are first associates if their difference is a 
quadratic residue, and second associates if their difference is a  quadratic non­
residue. Nested row-column designs based on the pseudocyclic scheme will be 
denoted by P C R C (v,b ,r ,p ,q ), or P C R C  for short.
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For the first two constructions in this section, the notations of Chapter 4 
and a modified version of the difference method described there will be used. Let 
^1 j&2> • • • > bm a n d
61, 62, . . . ,  b'm be a set of 2m initial blocks of size p for a P B IB  design based on 
the pseudocyclic association scheme. Let d{ and d[ be the vectors of symmetric 
differences for 6,- and b\ respectively. Then B i =  B (b i,6(), i =  l , 2 . . . , m ,  are a 
set of initial blocks for a  P C R C  if and only if
(i) di n  =  0 for i =  1, 2, . . . ,  m , and,
(ii) Ri =  R(di, df) for i =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  m  collectively contain each quadratic residue 
equally often and each quadratic non-residue equally often.
The detailed proofs of Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 are similar to those of Theroems 
4.4 and 4.5 of chapter 4.
THEOREM 5 .5 . Let v =  8tm  +  1 be a prime power and write x Ui = 1 — x4mt.
(a) I f  Ui — Uj 2m  (mod 4m ) for i , j  =  1 ,2 ,. . .  then there exists a 
P C R C  (v , m v , 4m t2, 21, 21) .
(b) I f  Ui, Ui — Uj ^  2m (mod 4m) for i , j  =  1, 2, . . . ,  t , then there exists a 
P C R C (v ,m v ,m (2t +  I )2, 2t +  l ,2 t  +  1).
PROOF: (a) With iq =  (x ° ,x4m, . . .  ,x 4(2t-1)m) take 6t- =  x2t - 261 and 6J =
a.2t - 2+2m6i>
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(b) Adjoin 0 to the 6,-’s  and 6 (’s  in (a). □
Theorem 5.5 with t = 1 gives 2 x 2  blocks and 3 x 3  blocks for v =  8m +  1 
a prime power. In the 2 x 2  case the conditions always hold, and for v <  500 
the conditions fail to  hold only for v =  25 in the 3 x 3  case. Taking f =  2, we 
obtain 4 x 4  blocks and 5 x 5  blocks for v =  16m + 1  a prime power. For v <  500 
the conditions fail to  hold for v =  81, and for v — 17 and 289 in the 5 x 5  case. 
Taking t =  3, the conditions for v = 24m  +  1 <  500 in both 6 x 6 and 7 x 7  
blocks fail for v = 25 and 169.
To illustrate Theorem 5.5, put t = 2 and m =  1; using x  =  3, 6i =  
(1,13,16,4) m d bi =  (9,15,8,2). A P C i?C (17 ,17,16,4,4) is obtained by devel­
oping (mod 17) the initial block
■10 16 9 3 '
„  5 11 4 15
8 14 7 1 -
.13 2 12 6 .
T H E O R E M  5 . 6 .  Let v = 8 tm  + 1 be a  prime power where t > 1 is odd and write 
x Ui = 1 -  x4mi.
(a) I f  «2t — u 2j  ^  2m (mod Am) for i , j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (f — 1)/2 , then there exists a 
P C R C (v, m v ,m t2, t ,  t).
(b) I f  u 2t) «2 i ~  «2 j ^  2 m  (mod Am) for i , j  =  1 , 2 ,  . . . , ( t  — l ) / 2 ,  then there 
exists a P C R C (v ,m v ,m (t  +  l ) 2,f + l , t  + 1).
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P R O O F :  (a) W ith &i =  (x ° ,x 8m, . . . , x 8^  1)m) take 6,- =  x2t 26i and 6< = 
x 2 i - 2 + 2 m 6i>
(b) Adjoin 0 to the 6, ’s and &(’s in (a). □
C O R O L L A R Y  5 . 4 .  Let v =  2 4 m  + 1  b e  a  prime power. There exist
(a) a  P C R C (v ,m v ,9 m ,3 ,3 ), and (b) a P C R C (v ,m v , 1 6 m , 4 , 4 ) .
P R O O F :  (a) is immediate, and for (b) the condition is U2 ^  2m (mod 4m) where 
x U2 =  1 — x8m. If this fails take the 6, ’s as given in Theorem 5.6, but 6J =  x6,-. 
The result is then easily established. □
Example 5.2. Taking t =  3, m =  1 in the above corollary, we obtain a P C R C
with v — b =  25, p = q =  3 by developing
B  =
9  2 1  6
1 4  1 7  5  
1 3  2 2  1
over GF52 where entries are powers of the primitive root x  with primitive poly­
nomial f ( x)  = x 2 + 2x + 3.
C O R O L L A R Y  5 . 5 .  I f  v = 40m +  1  i s  a prime power, then there exists a 
P C R C (v ,  m v, 2 5 m ,  5 , 5 ) .
P R O O F :  The condition is 6 =  u4 — U2 ^  2m (mod 4m) where xs =  1 +  x 8m. If 
this fails take the 6, ’s as given in Theorem 5.6 but b[ =  x6,-. Again the result 
follows easily. □
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The conditions for v — 40m  +  1 in 6 x 6 blocks do not always hold, but for 
v < 500 they fail only for v =  41. A final example of the above theorems is
C O R O L L A R Y  5 . 6 .  Let v =  sh be an odd prime power such that (sh — l ) / 4 ( s  — 1 )  
is an integer. Then there exist P C R C s with b = s h(sh — l ) / { 4 ( s  — 1 ) }  and
(a) r = s2(sh — l ) / { 4 ( s  — 1 ) }  and p = q = s i f h > 2 ,
(b) r = (s — l ) ( s ft  — 1 ) / 4  and p = q = s — 1 ,
(c) r = (s +  l ) 2(sfe — 1) / { 16(s  — 1)} and p = q =  (s +  l ) /2  if s =  3 (mod 4),
(d) r = (s — l ) ( s fe — 1)/16 and p =  q =  (s — l) /2  i f  s = 3 (mod 4) > 3.
PROOF: The results (a) and (b) follow from Theorem 5.5, and (c) and (d) from 
Theorem 5.6, by taking m  = (sh — l)/{4 (s  — 1)} and t  = (s — l) /2 . □
T H E O R E M  5 . 7 .  Let v = 4 m  +  1  be a prime power. Then there exist 
P C R C s(v ,m v ,m p q ,p ,q ) for all p and q such that pq < v.
PROOF: Take any pq distinct elements of GFV and arbitrarily arrange them  into 
an p x q array B \.  Let t/i and t/2 be any two elements of By. Then ± (y i — 2/2) =  
(x ° ,x 2m) ® (2/1 — 2/2) > where a; is a primitive root of the field. Hence the design 
is obtained by developing f?t- =  x 2l~2B \, i =  1, 2, . . . , m  over the field. □
The next construction juxtaposes initial blocks for pseudocyclic designs in 
such a way that a P C R C  is obtained.
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L E M M A  5 . 1 .  (Sprott(1955)) Let v = 4 6 ( 4 7  +  1 )  + 1 be a prime power. Devel­
opment o f the s initial blocks
bi =  (x 2i ,x 2i+4a, x 2i+8B, . . .  , s 2i+16^ ) ,  t =  0,1, . . . , ( * -  1) 
over GFV gives a partially balanced incomplete block design based on the pseu­
docyclic association scheme.
T H E O R E M  5 . 8 .  Let v =  4 m ( 4 a  +  l ) ( 4 / 3  +  1 )  +  1  be a prime power.
I f  ( 4 a  +  1 )  and (4 /3  +  1 )  are relatively prime then there exists a 
P C R C (v,m v,m pq , 4 a  +  1 , 4 / 3  +  1 ) .
P R O O F :  W r i t e  v = 4 m ( 4 7 i  +  1 )  +  1 w h e r e  7 1  =  4 a / 3  +  a  +  /?. T a k i n g  7  =  71  
a n d  5  =  m  i n  l e m m a  1 ,  b{ c a n  b e  a r r a n g e d  i n t o  t h e  ( 4 a  +  1 )  x  ( 4 /3  +  1 )  a r r a y
B i  =
X 2* a .2 t '+ 4 m (4 c (+ l)  x Li
c2 t '+ 4 m (4 /3 + l)  a. 2 t + 4 m ( 4 / ? + l + 4 a + l )  _ _ ^ 2
a;2t+16ma(4/?+l) a.2t'+4m(4a(4/3+l)+4a+l) ^ ( 40+1)
where t£ =  2i  +  16m/3(4a +  l) +  4m {l — l)(4/3 +  1), I  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  (4a +  1) and 
i  = 1 ,2 , . . .m .  Our m v  blocks are the developed B ,’s. By the construction, N  
is the incidence matrix for the lemma 1 design with 7 =  71, and s = m. Now 
writing v — 4mi(4/3 + 1 ) 4- 1 where m i =  m (4a + 1 ), it can be seen that the rows 
of the J3,-’s axe the initial blocks of the lemma 1 design with 7 =  /3 and 5 =  m 1? 
so th a t N i is the incidence matrix for that design. Likewise N 2 is the incidence
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matrix for the lemma 1 design with 7 =  a  and s = m 2 where m 2 =  m(4/3 +  1).
□
Our final construction generalizes Theorem 5.8 to n-associate class 
P B IB  -  R C  designs.
L E M M A  5 . 2 .  (Sprott(1955)) Let v =  2nm(2n^ + 1 )  + 1 b e  a n  odd prime power. 
I f
{da\x9, =  x 2nm8 — l , s  =  1, 2, . . .  , 07}
is composed of 7 ,- occurrences o f the residue class o f (i-1) (mod n), then devel­
opment o f the m  initial blocks
bu = (Xu n , Z(“+2r*);% .. ., x («+4mn7)n))> u =  0, 1,. . . , (m -  l).
over GFV gives a P B IB  design with n  associate classes and with parameters 
v =  2n m (2n') +  1),6 =  m v ,k  — 2717 +  l,n,- =  2m (2nq  +  1) , A,- =  7* and 
=  (pj j , ) , where are the number o f expressions
xrn+j-i' _  1 = x*t 
where z  = i — j  (mod n), and t  ranges from 0 to (v — n — 1 ) /n .
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THEOREM 5 .9 . I f  v — 2nm{2n^\ +  l)(2n72 +  l) +  1 is prime power such that 
(2/17! +  1) and (2^72 + 1 ) + 1  are relative primes, then there exists a P B IB R C  
design with parameters v = 2nm (2n'y +  1),6 =  m v,p  =  27171 +  l ,q  =  27172 +  1 
based on the association scheme o f lemma 5.2.
PROOF: The proof proceeds along the lines of Theorem 5.8 but uses lemma 5.2 
instead of lemma 5.1. The initial blocks are
B i  =
x i + 2 m 2 a.( t '+ 4 m 2 n'Y2 ) n
x {i+{i+2m-JL) )n  a . ( t+ 2 m 2 +  ( » + 2 m i ) ) n  a. ( t + 4 m 2 ri '!2 +  ( t + 2 m l ))re
X t n
a. ( t + 4 m i n 7 i ) r e  a.(» + 2 m 2 + 4 m 1n 7 i  )re a. ( i + ( 4 m 2 'Y2+ 4 m i 7 i ) n ) n
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
Optimal designs in two-dimensional layouts when the errors follow the sec­
ond order autonormal process have been investigated in the first half of this dis­
sertation. For the non-stationary planar process conditions for optimal designs, 
and an efficiency bound for a specific class of designs, have been established the­
oretically. Though these design problems have been previously investigated by 
M artin (1982,1986), and Gill & Shukla (1985b), they do not give constructions 
except for a few isolated examples. We have successfully developed several tech­
niques tha t produce infinite series of universally optimum designs on the torus 
and highly efficient designs in the plane for the proposed models.
It would be unwise to claim tha t the assumed correlation covers an exact 
behaviour in real experiments. However, the designs constructed here are ex­
pected to  be highly efficient for some other correlation structures, and for both
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generalized and ordinary least squares. For the error covariance structure C2 of 
Martin (1986), which is different than the second order conditional autonormal 
process considered in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, his enumeration suggests 
tha t under generalized least squares a design with no like neighbors in rows, 
columns and diagonals has high A-vaiue, and tha t these designs with nearest 
neighbor balance in rows and columns and good neighbor balance in diagonals 
have high Z?-values. Each Latin square design constructed in Chapter 2 is there­
fore expected to  perform well with respect to  the A  and D  criteria; the degree 
of performance for the D  criterion of course depends on the dispersion of the 
diagonal neighbor counts. For general guidelines to other properties of designs 
like those constructed in Chapters 2 and 3 for a variety of covariance structures 
under both generalized and ordinary least squares, see Martin (1986), especially 
sections 12 and 13. Theoretical investigation of optimal designs for these and 
other error covariance structures, and the construction of optimal designs, remain 
open and challenging problems.
In practice, it is very unlikely tha t the errors will follow a well defined co- 
variance structure, and a design optimal with respect to one covariance structure 
may perform very poorly for some other covariance structures (see Martin (1986), 
sections 12 and 13). Furthermore, the design properties depend also on whether 
generalized or ordinary least squares is used for the assumed model. Hence the
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use of these designs depends on the confidence of the experimenter as to how good 
the assumed model represents the data. For this reason some practicing statis­
ticians have advocated use of the less efficient ordinary least squares, ignoring 
correlations, but eliminating heterogeneity in two directions within each rectan­
gular block. These are the nested row-column designs considered in Chapters 4 
and 5. The ordinary least squares approach with elimination of heterogeneity 
due to  rows and columns could be preferred to generalized least squares on the 
grounds of robustness of the designs to departures from conveniently assumed 
(for theoretical reasons) error covariance structures. Apart from the inconclusive 
studies of Pearce (1978), and Kempton & Howes (1981) on the comparison of 
these two approaches, nothing else (to the best of the author’s knowledge) is 
known so far. Further research needs to be done to  judge the performance of 
nested row-column designs as alternatives to two-dimensional designs for corre­
lated errors.
Besides being alternatives to neighbor designs, nested row-column designs 
are required more frequently nowadays in agricultural experiments, especially 
when the number of treatments is large. There has been limited progress in the 
construction of nested row-column designs that satisfy desirable statistical prop­
erties. Several methods for the construction of balanced and partially balanced 
incomplete block designs with nested rows and columns have been developed in
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Chapters 4 and 5, contributing many new designs in this area. The balanced 
nested row-column designs, like those given in Chapter 4, have been limited to 
prime power numbers of treatments, except for some 2 x 2’s of Agrawal & Prasad 
(1983) and a few designs listed by various authors for some composite numbers 
of treatments. Construction problems of these designs for composite numbers of 
treatments are very much open to  design constructionists.
The designs constructed in Chapters 2-5 can be used for other purposes also. 
Sets of v Latin squares for v treatments with row, column and diagonal neighbor 
balance (like neighbors occur on the diagonals, though not always desirable) for 
use as directional polycross designs have been previously given by Olesen (1976), 
and Morgan (1988a, 1988b). Polycross designs balanced for nearest row, column, 
and for diagonal neighbors with no like neighbors in any direction have not been 
constructed elsewhere. The designs of Chapter 2 satisfy these properties in the 
non-directional case; directional designs can be obtained by appropriate rotations 
of the designs given.
The torus designs of Chapter 3 can be layed out as fully bordered designs. 
Bordering the first and last rows (columns) by the last and first rows (columns) 
respectively, the torus neighbor balance properties can be preserved in the plane. 
Bordered designs have recently been proposed by a number of authors to facil­
itate (on the grounds of stationarity) the analysis of designs for correlated ob-
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servations, and to achieve neighbor balance leading to improved precision of the 
estimates of treatment effects. Also, for the purpose of polycross experimenta­
tion, fully bordered designs have been previously considered by Freeman (1979), 
Afsarinejad & Seegar (1988), and Morgan (1988c). If one wished to consider side 
bordered designs (see Freeman (1979), Morgan (1988a) for example), this can be 
done too.
Recall tha t a nested balanced incomplete block design (Preece, 1967) is an 
arrangement of v treatments in b blocks of size pq, where the pq plots are further 
grouped into p rows, called “subblocks” , of q plots each such that the blocks 
(ignoring subblocks) give a balanced incomplete block design, and the subblocks 
(ignoring blocks) give a balanced incomplete block design. Taking either the 
rows or the columns as subblocks, the B IB R C s of Theorems 4.1-4.3 can also be 
used as nested balanced incomplete block designs.
While constructing designs in Chapters 2-5, every attem pt has been made 
to keep the number of replicates and blocks as small as possible, but not at the 
cost of the desired optimality properties. In some cases the attem pt to construct 
designs with minimum possible size has not been successful and consequently 
some designs use large numbers of replicates. Even if minimal size designs are 
obtained, they will have fairly large numbers of replicates in some cases, espe­
cially when v and pq are large. The optimality properties of designs requiring
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large numbers of replicates and blocks are often of little consequence to  practic­
ing statisticians. Instead they prefer smaller sized, less efficient designs, trading 
optimality properties for replicates. But there are no established rules th a t bal­
ance the gain in replicates against the loss in efficiency and variance balance. 
Furthermore, in the absense of optimal designs, one would not know how much 
efficiency is lost with a  given design. Hence it is important to have such designs 
available for use in practice, alfording workers an opportunity to compare (to 
measure the degree of inefficiency of) their smaller sized designs against optimal 
or high efficiency designs, as those given in this dissertation.
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A p p en d ix  I-M ax im iza tio n  o f tr (C )  fo r eq u irep lica te  squares
The problem is to  make the y*’s as equal as possible,
Vi =  ici+ ei+ m i)~{2c^+ 3e^+ 4m ^)P i-(cf+ 2e!?+ 4m f)02. With b = v = p = q, 
y = v -  4{v — l)0 i -  4(v — 2)02 -  |/? 2- The proposed values for (c*,e*,m*) are 
(c j,e* ,m j) =  (0,4,v -  4) =► yf =  v -  4(u -  l ) 0 i -  4(v -  2)0 2 = V2 > V and 
( c f , e f , mf )  =  (1,2, v — 3) => y* = v -  4(v -  l)/?i -  4{v -  2)02 ~  02 = Vi < y • It 
will be shown tha t for any other choice of these three counts and equireplicate 
squares y f  £  Equal replication gives
r* =  v =  c* +  e* +  m* => y f  =  v — (2v +  e* +  2m!-)0 i — (u +  e* +  3ra*)/?2, which 
can be examined for each possible c*. For instance, if c* =  0 then m 1- =  v — e*, 
so y* =  v — 4(v -  l)0 i -  4(v — 2)02 — (4 — e*)/?i -  (8 — 2e^)02 from which 
Vi <  Vi f°r ei < 3 and y* >  y2 for e* >  4. Likewise if c* = 1 then m* =  v — e* — 1 
so y ^ = v  — 4(v -  l)0 i -  4(v -  2)02 -  (2 -  e?)0! -  (5 -  2ef )02 and y* < y x for 
ei <  2, y* > y2 for e* > 3. Similar steps show that if c* =  2 then y* < yx for 
e* =  0 and y f  > y2 for e* >  1, and tha t for c* =  3 or 4, y^ > y2 for e* > 0.
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A p p en d ix  IE- A  T heo rem  2.1 design does n o t m ax im ize  t r (C)
over th e  n o n -eq u irep lica te  squares
Given a design satisfying Theorem 2.1, it will be shown tha t it is possible 
to increase tr(C) for some values of /?1} /?2. Let t i  be a treatm ent occuring in a 
corner of square 1, and t 2 a treatm ent not occuring in a comer of that square. 
Choose any interior plot containing f2 which is not bordered by f i : change 
tha t plots treatm ent to t \ .  Square 1 and indeed the entire design is no longer 
equireplicate.
Tr(C) is increased if and only if (y^ — y)2 +  (y}2 — y)2 is decreased. In the 
original design (y^ -  y)2 =  - (1  -  |)/?2 and (y}2 -  y) =  £/?2 while in the new 
design (y^ -  y) =  1 -  4/?i -  5/?2 +  $@2 and (y}2 -  y) =  - 1  +  +  4/?2 +  £/?2.
Both of these deviations from y are smaller than their predecessors and if and 
only if
0 <  1 -  4/?i -  4/?2 <  min{(2 -  -)/?2, -/?2}.
v v
For instance, /?i =  = 0.12 satisfies this for 4 < v < 24.
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A p p en d ix  III-  In teg e rs  m  =  2 (m od  4) sa tisfy in g  x(*m — 2) =  1.
For v — St + 5, there are 2t +  1 odd values m! such tha t 
x{xm> — 1) =  —1 (Storer, 1967 pg. 30). Since 2 is a quadratic non-residue, 
x{xm'~ l ) =  - x(2£m> — 2) = ~ x {x m — 2) for even m , so there are 2t +  1 pairs 
xm — 2, x m such that x{xTn — 2) =  x (zm) =  1* One °f these pairs is m  = 0, 
which upon multiplication by — 1 =  x 4t+2 reproduces itself. For any other pair, 
multiplication by -1 gives —xm, —x m +  2 =  x m' — 2, x m for some even m \  
showing tha t (since At +  2 =  2 (mod 4)) the remaining 2t pairs may be divided 
into t pairs for which m  = 2 (mod 4), and t for which m =  0 (mod 4).
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A p p en d ix  IV  - P r o o f  o f lem m a 3.2
Write v = qn = 4m + 1 ,  q is prime. Partition GFV into the qn_1 disjoint 
ordered cycles of length q given by the cosets of c0 .-■= (0 ,1 ,2 . q — 1), where 
each cycle (j/i, j/2>-•*» 2/g) is ordered so tha t t/y — yy-i =  1. Then replace each y 
by x(y) where
1, if y is a quadratic residue
x(y) = — 1 if y is a quadratic non-residue 
0 if y=0.
Now, all qn~ l cycles taken together have 4m +  1 pairs of ordered, adjacent 
elements. Of these, m  are (-1, 1) , m are (1, -1), m axe (-1, -1), and m  — 1 are 
(1, l)  (Storer, 1967).
We will first show that there is at least one ordered triple (-1, -1, 1) or 
(1, -1, -1). Suppose this is not so. Then if a cycle contains two consecutive - l ’s 
it must contain only - l ’s, and each such cycle will contain q pairs (-1, -1). Hence 
the number of (-1, -1) pairs is a multiple of q => q\m, i.e. q\(qn — 1)/4, which is 
impossible.
Now let n > 1. We wish to show there is a triple (1, -1, -1) or 
(-1, -1, 1) not arising from c0. The nonzero elements of c0 are in some order 
x tu for i =  1 ,2 ,...,q  — 1, qhere u = (qn — l ) / (q  — 1). If re is even these are all
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quadratic residues and the result is established. If n is odd these have (q — l) /2  
quadratic non-residues, so tha t the number of (-1, -l) pairs in x (co) is j ,  say, and 
the number of such pairs in the other qn~ 1 — 1 cycles is m  — j ,  where j  is between 
0 and (q — 3)/2 . Suppose none of the desired triple occurs outside of x (co)- Then 
arguing as above, if two consecutive - l ’s occur in one of these cycles, the cycle 
contains only - l ’s. Hence q\(m  — j ) ,  i.e. 4g|(gw — 4 j  — 1) =>■ j  =  (q — l) /4  =£■ 
there are (gn_1 — l) /4  cycles composed solely of — l 's  and 3(qn_1 — l) /4  cycles 
containing no (-1, -1) pairs.
We complete the proof by counting ordered triples among the qn~ l — 1 
cycles excluding x (co)- There are (qn — q) /4  triples (-1, -1 ,1), q from each of the 
cycles composed only of -l 's . There are (qn — q )/4 triples (1, -1, 1), one for each 
occurrence of -1 not in x (co) or the cycles of -l 's . To count the number of (l, 1, 
-1) triples, note that since (1, -1, -l) does not occur in these cycles, this is equal 
to the number of (l, _, -1) triples where the middle element is arbitrary, i.e. this 
is the number of pairs (w ,w  +  2), w GFq, such that w is a  quadratic residue 
and w +  2 is not. Multiplying by 2- 1 , this is the number of (1, -1) pairs if 2 
is quadratic, or the number of (-1, 1) if 2 is not quadratic, among these cycles. 
In either case this is just ju st the number of - l 's  in the 3(9re_1 — l) /4  cycles 
excluding x (co) and the cycles of -l 's , since for these cycles, every -1 is preceded 
and succeeded by a 1. We then easily count tha t this number is (qn — q )/4. A
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similar argument shows tha t the number of (-1,1, 1) triples is also {qn — q)/4.
With the q triples of x(co)> all triples are now accounted for. In particular, 
after excluding x(co)> there are no triples of the form (1, 1, 1), (-1, 1, -1), (-1, 
-1, 1) or (1, -1, -1). So we see tha t our cycles are x(co)> (9n_1 — l) /4  cycles of 
—l's , and 3(gn_1 — l) /4  cycles composed of consecutive triples (1, 1, -1). This 
implies tha t 3|g. Since q is prime, q =  3. But with odd n, 3re ^  1 (mod 4), a 
contradiction.
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